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EDITORIAL NOTE
Welcome to the 2021 edition
of the Former Pupils Magazine
which is a record of the
association’s activities during
2020.
The year which has just passed
is one that many of us would
prefer to forget yet it is one that
no one who has lived through
it will ever forget. The normal
routine of our social gatherings
and traditional events was made
impossible by the covid-19
pandemic which spread from
China in early January, quickly
affecting every continent and
country with the exception of a
few isolated islands. Although
Ireland was one of the least
affected areas, the infection
took root throughout Europe
and the Americas requiring
most
countries
to
apply
lockdown restrictions.
As the year progressed with
little sign of a respite, despite
a summer recession of the
virus, we in the editorial group
were uncertain if we should
even attempt this publication.
However, in the absence of
social functions and events to
report, there was a steady flow
of interesting news, articles
and alas, obituaries, so we
proceeded to put this unique
edition together.
Life in the school was severely
disrupted with a long period
of closure beginning on 20
March and continuing until 2
September. Teachers swapped
classroom teaching for online
learning to which they and
the pupils adapted very well.
During the summer months
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the new covid-19 regulations
for schools were put in place,
with hand sanitizers, social
distancing signage, one way
systems and rearrangement
of classroom furniture. Pupils
and staff were to wear masks
in communal areas as well
as entering and leaving the
buildings. Great credit must
go to the principal, senior
management, academic and
support staff for all their efforts
during this unforgettable year.
As we go to print in January
2021 the province, like most
of Europe, is in a second or
third period of lockdown and
the spread and intensity of the
virus has far exceeded that of
the first wave in March/April.
We are most grateful to Peter
Gault, Vice Principal, who has
supplied us with a detailed and
most interesting article on the
life of the school during 2020
which you can read in the
following pages.
The only traditional Former
Pupils’ social gathering last
year was the Belfast Lunch held
in February. All subsequent
events, the Spring Lunch, the
AGM and the Annual Dinner,
were cancelled. In an attempt
to maintain some traditional
events in the school calendar,
a scaled down version of the
Armistice Service in November
was recorded and streamed
to classrooms, while a low key
award of non-academic prizes
took place at the close of term
in December, state and school
examinations
having
been
cancelled in the summer term.

Our Joint Presidents, Harriet
Love and Bob Elliott, agreed
to remain in post for a second
year until a suitable occasion to
pass on their respective chains
of office could be arranged.
We are hopeful that this may
happen at a social event or
AGM in late Spring. While Bob
was confined to his home in
England, Harriet was able to
represent the FPA at the few
events which could take place
while observing the restrictions
imposed by the pandemic.
Apart from those mentioned
above, the United States Flag
was flown on 4 July and 22
November, and a Dedication
of Memorials for pupils who
died while still at school, took
place in December. On these
occasions Joint Vice President,
Chris Henderson, represented
Bob and we are grateful to him
and Harriet for their support
this year.
As the archive is accessed by a
completely separate entrance
from the rest of the school,
work in there continued when
there was no lockdown and
Donald Bigger, Jim Goodman
and David Gallagher have
carried out sterling work in
many aspects of preserving
and displaying the artefacts
and
material
which
has
accumulated over many years.
A detailed account appears in
Donald’s report for this edition.
Sadly there have been a number
of deaths, not all covid-related,
and we are grateful to friends
and family members who
provided us with obituaries. On
a happier note, we can include
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news of marriages, births and
news of the many and varied
activities and achievements of
former pupils.
The profiles of our Vice
Presidents, Chris Henderson
and Anne Price-Owen, were
included in the previous edition,
and they remain Presidents-inWaiting or Presidents Elect! As
yet, the FPA committee, which
has met infrequently online,
has postponed the nomination
of new Vice Presidents until the
present post holders can be
elevated to their new positions.

At the time of going to print, it
has not been possible to plan
future events but it is hoped to
have a lunch/AGM in May and
a dinner in September. Details
and notifications will appear on
the FPA website when dates
can be arranged.
Finally I would like to thank my
Assistant Editor, Mildred Deans,
for all her efforts and support in
the production of this edition.
Sadly, Sean McMahon, the third
member of our team, passed
away during the year and we
will miss his wit and wisdom, his

meticulous proof-reading and
his friendship. A tribute to him
appears in this edition. I thank
Martin McKeown, Keith Moore
and Alistair Moorcroft for
supplying photographs. Iprint
Design continues to produce a
high quality magazine but the
layout and general appearance
is down to Mildred.
We hope you enjoy reading this
edition of the magazine, either
as a hard copy or online.
William M Lynn
Editor
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS 2020-21
Governor’s Name

Electing Body

Mr G Killeen

The Honourable The Irish Society

Mrs A McAteer, Mr B Adair, Mr R Gillen

Parents’ Representatives

Mrs S Guthrie, Mr T Nutt, Mr D Barnett

Staff Representatives

Mr W M Lynn, Mr C Jeffrey,
Ms A Watson, Mrs C Arthur

Former Pupils’ Representatives

Rev S McCrea

Presbytery of Derry and Strabane Representative

Archdeacon R Miller

Church of Ireland DiocesanRepresentative

To be confirmed

University of Ulster Representative

Mr B Dougherty, Mr D Bigger,
Mr R O’Boyle, Mrs S O’Kane,
Mrs J McClintock, Mr K McCaughey,
Ms L Quigley, Mrs J Stewart, Mr K Hegarty

Department of Education Representatives

Mr S Lindsay, Mr R McBride
Dr L Bradley, Mr I McCarter

Foundation Nominated Representatives

Mr P W J Allen

Principal

Mr N Stewart

Clerk to Governors

Governors tenable 2018 - 22

USEFUL CONTACT ADDRESSES
Foyle College
Springham Campus
67 Limavady Road
Londonderry
BT47 6LR
Tel: (028) 71269321

You can also contact us and
submit news and information to:

School Website:
www.foylenet.org.uk

For submitting contact information:
fpafoyle@gmail.com

Mrs Mildred Deans
Tel: (028)71841454
mdeans63@yahoo.co.uk

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/foylecollegefpa
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TEACHING STAFF
2020/21
Headmaster

Mr P W J Allen

Vice Principal

Mr P G Gault

Art & Design

Mr K F Ward (Head of Dept)
Mrs C J Kane

Biology

Mrs I A Hannaway (Head of
Dept)
Mrs L J Hand
(Head of Junior Science)
Mr P T Farmer

Business Studies

Mrs H Eakin (Head of Dept)
Mrs B B McGowan

Careers

Mr P T Farmer (Head of Dept)
Miss N S Sloane
Mrs J Campbell

Chemistry

Mrs J Millen (Head of Dept)
Mr C P McKinney

Design & Technology Mr A C Moorcroft (Head of
Dept)
Mr A J Manning
Mrs K R McShane
Engineering

Mr A Manning
Mrs K McShane
Mr D Phillips

English

Mrs K O Knox (Head of Dept)
Mr P G Gault
Mr D R Keown
Mr B J Duffy
Miss S McCallion

Geography

Mrs S J E Guthrie (Head of
Dept)
Miss N S Sloane
Mr D T Gallagher
Mrs L Wylie (Maternity)

Geology

Miss N S Sloane (Head of
Dept)

History

Mrs M Dougherty (Head of
Dept)
Mrs C Robinson
Mr B Quigley
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Home Economics

Mrs F Feeney (Head of Dept)
Mrs N McHugh

ICT

Mrs S McLaughlin (Head of
Dept)
Miss E Kivlehan
Mrs M M Leonard

Mathematics

Mr T S Nutt (Head of
Department)
Mrs B B McGowan
Mrs B A Gillen
Mrs L E Buchanan
Miss H McMullan
Miss A Thompson

Modern Languages Mrs H Kane-Craig
(Head of Modern Languages)
Mrs J L Campbell
Mr G R Young
Miss R McCarron
Mrs L S Wilson (Maternity)
Moving Arts Image Mr A Manning
Music

Mrs B O’Somachain (Head of
Dept)
Mrs E Moore

Physics

Mrs S M O’Connell (Head of
Dept)
Mr D B Phillips
Miss L M Carlin

Physical Education Mr D A Barnett (Head of
Dept)
Ms K Eakin
Mrs L Wilson
Mr A J Ferguson
Mrs L Wylie
Miss R L McSparron
Religious Studies

Mrs J M Allen (Head of Dept)
Mrs S Moore

SENCo

Mrs B B McGowan

Maternity Cover

Mr R McGregor
Mr C Duffy
Miss R McCarron
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SUPPORT STAFF
2020/21
School Bursar
Principal’s PA
Senior Finance Officer/Exams Officer
Senior Clerical Officer
Senior Clerical Officer/Exams Officer
Clerical Officer
Study Supervisor
Classroom Assistants

Network Manager / IT
Science Technicians
Technicians

Mr Neil Stewart BSc
Mrs Jennifer Galbraith
Mrs Wendy Nutt
Mrs Joanne Cole
Mrs Judith Gallagher
Mrs Lisa McGeady
Miss Megan Deery
Mrs Mairead Thompson
Mrs Ciara McShane
Ms Danielle Kelly
Miss Tracey Culbert
Mrs Elaine Barr
Ms Jade Leitch
Mrs Ruth Wilson
Mrs Angelo Callaghan
Mrs Ciara Murphy
Mrs Catherine Ward-Gallagher
Mrs Anne Beattie
Miss Delarose Peoples
Miss Rachel Canning
Miss Stephanie Murray
Mrs Pauline Nutkins
Miss Christine Doherty
Mrs Michelle Mackey
Mr Sean Hamilton
Mrs Catherine Bailie-Hume
Mrs Joanne Woods
Mr Kieran Quigg
Mrs Marcella Mullan (Home Economics)
Mr Mark Smith (Design & Technology)

Estates Manager

Mr Clive Austin

Premises Officer / Reprographics

Mr Graeme Balmer

Grounds

Mr Noel Cole

Canteen Staff

Mrs Jocelyn Scott (Business Manager)
Mrs Vivienne Hockley (Senior Unit Catering Supervisor)
Mrs Linda Murray (Assistant Cook)
Mrs Joanne Doherty (Assistant Cook)
Mrs Marion Ferguson (P/t Assistant Cook)
Mrs Ann Wilson (P/t Assistant Cook)
Mrs Velma Bratton
Ms Brigid McCallion
Mr Janusz Geslak
Mrs Mary Duddy
Mrs Donna Smith
Mrs Shirley Hunter
Mrs Patricia McColgan
Mrs Margaret Campbell
Mrs Glynis Love
Mrs Jean Havlin
Miss Alex Pressland
Miss Ciara Stewart

Cleaning Staff

Mr John Ferguson
Mr Janusz Geslak
Mr Richard Nesbitt
Ms Deborah Wright

Mrs Patricia McColgan
Mrs Donna Smith
Mrs Velma Bratton
Ms Gunjid Guille
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LEAVERS’ DESTINATIONS 2020
TERTIARY EDUCATION, COMMERCE, INDUSTRY AND THE PROFESSIONS
Pupils are proceeding to Degree Courses as follows:
University of Aberdeen
Jacob McDermott
AECC University College
Rebecca Spence
Bangor University
Abbie Gallagher
Cardiff University
Cameron Knight
University of Central
Lancashire
Michael Downey
University of Chester
William Wilson
University of Glasgow
Kyle Curry,
Katherine Duncan,
Asha Elise Kelly,
Jack Mellon
Heriot-Watt University
Ellie Curry
Lancaster University
Alex Dougherty
Liverpool Hope University
Caolán Dobbins,
Zara Donaghey,
Lewis Hargan,
Matthew Kennedy,
Conall Kuan,
Alex Maria McLaughlin,
Laura Olphert,
Jessica Taggart
Liverpool John Moores
University
Molly Gallagher,
Ruairi Kirk,
Katie-Jayne McBride,
Alex Whittle
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University of Liverpool
Hannah Duncan,
Karl Fisher,
Mandeep Haair,
Amisha Kular,
Cassy Murphy,
Abbie Nolan,
Juliet Nutt,
Euan Stanley
University of Manchester
Megan Kelly
Newcastle University
Amy Konig,
Adam Moore
Northumbria University
Murielle McDevitt,
Penny Amber
Nottingham University
Caitlin Long,
Sarah Thompson
Queen Mary University of
London
Lauryn Wannell
Queen’s University Belfast
Sarah Caldwell, Leah Doherty,
Robert Duncan, William Finlay,
Ellie Goodman,
James Goodman,
Emily Gwynne, Joel Hargan,
Michael Hatrick,
Ben Hetherington,
Peter Hunter, Ebony Leckey,
Ellie Leckey, Lewis Logan,
Angus McGeady, Dylan McNee,
Jack McQuillan,
Nicole Moloney, Beth O’Neill,
Sarah Robinson, Ellie Smith,
Amy Smith, Katie Torrens,
Hannah Wasson

Staffordshire University
Anna Creswell
Stranmillis University College
Rebecca Cole,
Breanna Hunter,
Amber Miller
University of Strathclyde
Naomi Lawther,
Olivia Allen
Swansea University
Elgin Matthew
University College London
Luca Ward
Ulster University
Jack Hall,
Ellis Hastings-Gallagher,
Conor McKinley
University of Wolverhampton
Kirsty Schmid
Apprenticeship NI Water
(Mechanical Engineering)
Ben Galbraith
North West Regional College
Emma Dunne,
Ruth McIlwaine
Gap Year
Hannah Dougherty,
Karl Duncan,
Tegan Nesbitt
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GRADUATIONS 2020
Here we would usually include the list of former pupils who have graduated this year from university but
Covid-19 has meant that nothing is normal so Jenny’s request to the university for this list received the
following response:‘Unfortunately it is not possible to provide this information this year. As there were no graduation
ceremonies this summer there was no requirement for students to register for graduation – this is where
the students give their consent to release their details. As we do not have the required consent we are
unable to release any information.’

The graduation below was taken from a report in the local press.
Ulster University
Adam Dickson
First Class Honours
Nursing

MOORES FUELS
ARROW OIL

EXPRESS DELIVERY NETWORK

Coal & Smokeless Fuels
Home Heating Oil
Farm & Industrial Fuels
A name you can trust
Delivering on price & quantity
11 BONDS STREET, WATERSIDE. 028 7134 6227

MOORESFUELS.COM
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THE SCHOOL IN 2020

Coping
with Covid
19: how
Foyle
College
has fared
Coronavirus has brought quite
a few words and phrases into
daily use that many of us would
be happy never to hear again:
unprecedented
times,
new
normal, close contact, R number,
bubble and self-isolation are a
few examples. When the first
news reports about a new virus in
far-away Wuhan were broadcast,
very few people in Northern
Ireland could have had any idea
that within four months the whole
country would be in lockdown
and that businesses, schools and
public amenities would be shut.
In March 2020, the order came
through from the Minister of
Education that schools were
to close indefinitely, shortly
followed by the news that no
public
examinations
would
take place in the summer and
schools would have to provide
their view on the grade students
might have obtained, using the
evidence from previous public
exams, our own ‘mock’ exams
and other assessments. This
put teachers under a great deal
of pressure, but thankfully the
school was well prepared, as
10

departments had maintained
a spreadsheet of results which
could be used to award grades
and provide the rank order. This
task was completed, checked,
double checked and checked
again, before the school’s ‘Centre
Assessed Grades’ were sent off to
CCEA, our exam board.
August arrived and a new
word could be added to the
‘never want to hear it again’
list: algorithm. This is simply
meant to mean a mathematical
process, but in Scotland, Wales
and England it quickly became a
byword for unfairness, inaccuracy
and confusion. There were more
U-turns than a driving academy as
the various education secretaries
firstly
defended
and
then
abandoned the grades awarded
by the algorithms adopted by
their respective exam boards.
When Northern Ireland’s A2 and
AS grades were released there
was a similar furore: at Foyle
about 25% of grades at A2 were
below our prediction and about
7% were above, leaving over two
thirds as we predicted. At AS it
was much worse, with 50% of
grades moving down, some by
three or four grades (e.g. from
a B to a U), and less than 2%
going up. What followed was 5
days of tearful students, angry
parents and indignant teachers
making their voices heard. Some
of our students were in danger
of missing university places due
to being downgraded and this
was a very stressful time for them
and their parents. We prepared
several appeals and sent them off
for urgent consideration, only to
have our own U-turn announced,
to the relief of all – ‘our’ grades
stood.
GCSE
grades
were
awarded solely on our grades,

so there were no unpleasant
surprises and our students got
what they deserved.
From March until June provision
for pupils to work at home was
a priority and given the different
levels of expertise in the use of
online learning platforms held
by our staff, this presented a
challenge. In three short days,
classes were registered for
learning platforms such as Google
Classroom or Microsoft Teams,
booklets of work were produced
and teachers set about preparing
to work from home. Given the
way in which this was sprung
on us, we coped well and most
of our students were able to do
meaningful work and have some
interaction with their teachers.
Although the school was closed
to most pupils, it is a matter of
great pride that we remained
open throughout the lockdown
in order to provide for the
children of key workers and
for students with difficulties
engaging in remote learning. We
took pupils from other schools,
including primary schools and
covered bank holidays and the
Easter holiday period as a hub
school. Teachers and classroom
assistants operated a rota so
that pupils were supported and
socially distanced exercise was
included as part of the school day.
Planning for a return to work in
August went on throughout the
summer term, using materials
from
the
Department
of
Education and the Education
Authority to check our proposed
arrangements. PPE became the
world’s best-known abbreviation
and we quickly set the school
up with hand sanitizers outside
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every classroom, markings on the
floors and a cleaning kit in every
room. We were asked to prepare
for ‘blended learning’ (add this
to the list); the idea was that we
would organise the school so that
some pupils were at home and
others were in the building on
a rota basis. Some schools had
new timetables drawn up, but
thankfully we chose to wait for
clarity, which came in the form
of another U-turn in mid-August
- all pupils were to attend from
the beginning of September, with
social distancing ‘where possible’.
We had been told that any of
our pupils entered for an AS
examination or a Year 11 GCSE
module in 2020 would not have
to do these exams in 2021. There
was a U-turn on the GCSE ruling –
despite having missed months of
live teaching, all the modules were
back in play and while some were
eventually dropped, Mathematics
and English Language are to
include the full set of exams. Noone becomes a teacher because
they like disorder and chaos;
standing in front of a class in
September telling them you’re
not sure how they will be assessed
is not an enjoyable experience.
In the background to this was the
virus. We had an early positive
case, but it seemed to be a
one-off, and although several
classmates had to isolate, it did
not affect the day-to-day running
of the school adversely. As we got
to October however, the insidious
nature of this virus was brought
home to us. Several colleagues
tested positive and many others
received the dreaded ‘ping’ from
the Stop Covid app to tell them
they had to stay at home for
14 days. Some adults with the
disease had very little by way of a

reaction, others suffered seriously
and were very unwell. Students
who had the virus sometimes
showed symptoms and we could
identify their contacts and see
how transmission occurred in
school. More worryingly, several
students only realised they had
the virus when they were tested
as a precaution, not having
showed a symptom at any stage.
Of all the phrases one might
like to consign to the pile for
dumping, ‘asymptomatic superspreader’ might top the list. We
had to close for one day and
send three year groups home for
2 weeks, so we could cover all
the classes where teachers were
absent – this was the blended
learning we had planned for, now
forced on us. We were told that
schools would not close a week
early for half-term – the U-turn on
this quickly followed. We planned
remote learning for the week’s
closure, only to be told it was a
holiday and we weren’t to do this.

would have been unthinkable at
the start of 2020. Our staff have
also risen to the challenge, gaining
skills quickly to deliver online
learning, producing resources for
students to work remotely and
covering for absent colleagues
without complaint. Thankfully
there has been better news lately
about successful vaccines; it is
to be hoped that teachers will
be among the first groups to be
offered this, after the elderly and
health and social care workers.
I think when most of us reflect
on our careers, we will have few
fond memories of 2020, but a
justifiable amount of pride in how
well our school coped with the
challenge of Covid.
Peter Gault
Vice Principal

One of the hardest things about
dealing with this virus has been
the glib and dismissive attitude
shown by those in authority to
the adult staff of the school.
We are told it’s a mild disease
for the young and therefore
schools should remain open –
many employees in school, your
correspondent included, are not
young. We’re told schools aren’t
drivers of transmission when we
saw quite clearly that they are
during October. We have had
to put up with policy changes
announced towards the end of
a week which are rescinded at
the start of the next week. Our
students have shown themselves
to be robust and resilient,
adapting quickly to change and
complying with regulations that
11
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AWARD OF NON-ACADEMIC
PRIZES 2020
The long tradition of an annual
prize distribution at the beginning
of September each year, as with
all other events in 2020, was
cancelled. Apart from lockdowns
and Covid-19 restrictions, the
absence of state and internal
school examinations meant that
pupils could not be placed in the
usual way for awards. Teachers
supplied their assessed grades for
A and AS Level, and GCSE, and
university places were offered on
the basis of these assessments.
It was decided that it would
be possible and appropriate to

award the non-academic prizes
at the end of the Autumn Term
when students would have
returned home for the Christmas
break.
The presentation took place in
an empty school assembly hall
with social distancing and masks
being the norm. The Principal,
Patrick Allen, welcomed the
students and expressed his
disappointment that it had not
been possible to hold a proper
distribution ceremony with pupils
and parents present. He hoped to

hold a reunion barbeque in June
when the Class of 2020 could
come together.
FCFPA Joint President, Harriet
Love, and Joint Vice President,
Chris Henderson, officiated at the
hand-over of trophies, cups and
medal, and each recipient was
presented with a copy of ‘A View
the Foyle Commanding’.
A list of the awards is set out below
with a selection of photographs.
William M Lynn

Chris presents Michael Hatrick with The Gransden Trophy for
Sport

Chris presents Michael Hatrick with The Lawrence Medal

Chris presents James Goodman with THe Boys’ Individual
Sports Cup

Callum Buchanan, winner of THe Merchant Taylors Arkwright
Scholarship for Engineering with Patrick Allen

12
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SPORTS TROPHIES
Boys’ Individual Sports Cup
James Goodman
Girls’ Individual Games Cup
Ellie Goodman
The Gransden Trophy
Awarded to the boy who has
done most to further sport in the
school Michael Hatrick
The Sportsmanship Trophy
Awarded to the girl who has
done most to further sport in the
school Ebony Leckey

Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme
The Richard MacCombe
Memorial Peter Hunter
TOP AWARDS
The Lawrence Sword
(for outstanding service to the
school-male)
Michael Downey
The Margaret (Gretta)
Cousins Salver
(for outstanding service to the
school-female)
Tegan Nesbitt
(Presented for the first time)

OTHER TROPHIES
CCF
The G C Gillanders Cup for Best
Cadet Clarke Lindsay

THE MacKILLIP MEDAL
and THE LAWRENCE MEDAL
(traditionally awarded to the girl
and boy who contributed
most to the school in their Upper
Sixth Year)
Ellie Goodman and Michael
Hatrick
OTHER AWARDS
Merchant Taylors’ Photography
Competition 2020
Senior Category ‘Natural
Reassurance’ - Runner-up
Lewis Street
Merchant Taylors’ Arkwright
Scholarshop 2020 for
Engineering Callum Buchanan

Patrick Allen presents Michael Downey with The Lawrence
Sword for Service
Patrick Allen presents The G C Gillanders Cup for the Best
Cadet

Patrick Allen presents Lewis Street with his prize for The
Merchant Taylors Photography Competition

Ellie Goodman with the ‘MacKillip Medal and the Girls
Individual Games Cup’
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Harriet presents Peter Hunter with The Richard MacCombe
Cup for Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

President Harriet & Vice President Chris

Harriet presents Ebony Leckey with The Sportsmanship
Trophy

Harriet presents Tegan Nesbitt with The Margaret Cousins
Salver for Service

14

James and Ellie Goodman. Captains of Foyle College Rugby
1st XV and Hockey 1st XI
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The Margaret (Gretta) Cousins Salver
(1878-1954)
Traditionally in school the
top academic prizes are the
Lawrence
Medal
and
the
Mackillip Medal, awarded to
the outgoing Head Boy and
Head Girl respectively, and the
Lawrence Sword, awarded to the
boy who has contributed most
to the school in his final year.
In recent years the latter has
been awarded to the girl judged
to have made this contribution
and has sometimes been shared
by two pupils. Recently the
opportunity has arisen to make
a new presentation exclusively
awarded to a girl, while the
Lawrence Sword would revert to
being a service award for a boy.

The Margaret Gretta Cousins Salver awarded for the first time to Tegan Nesbitt

The new award, presented
this year for the first time, The
Margaret
(Gretta)
Cousins
Salver, was commissioned by
the Former Pupils Association
as a fitting tribute to this former
pupil who, during her life, made
her mark in a range of fields,
most notably in upholding and
promoting the place of women
in society in Britain, Ireland and
India. The silver salver bears
an engraving of her image with
her name and years above it
and below, the citation ‘For
Outstanding Service to Foyle
College’.
The story of Margaret Cousins
née Gillespie was included
in the 2020 edition of the
Former Pupils Magazine, from
her birth in 1878 in Boyle,
County Roscommon, through
her four years in Victoria High
School, to her time in Trinity
College, Dublin, where she
received a music degree and
it notes her marriage to James
Cousins in that city. It charts

her association with the Irish
Women’s Franchise League,
the Suffragette Movement and
the Pankhursts, and it refers
to her emigration to India and
her many achievements in
furthering the education and
advancement of women there
before she withdrew from public
service, having become partially
disabled, and died in 1954 in
Chennai. The full details of her
life can be read in her biography,
written by her great nephew, Dr
Keith Munro and published by
Hive Studio Books (Derry).
She was a remarkable lady,
undoubtedly one of the most
significant of our female alumni,
and we at Foyle College should
be justly proud of her association
with one of our earlier schools.
The new salver is a fitting and
lasting memorial to her.
William M Lynn

Tegan Nesbitt
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FCFPA 2020 AGM
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
INTRODUCTION
Sadly, but totally understandably, the restrictions imposed to combat the COVID 19 pandemic have
driven a coach and horses through our programme of events for this year. Normally I would make my
Chairman’s Report at the AGM which was due to take place on Friday 8th May but this was cancelled.
To ensure we have a record of this year’s events I have produced this short report. Also attached is a
set of FCFPA Accounts for this year – many thanks to Neil for producing these.
MISSION STATEMENT
The Association has three aims:
Connecting with the Past- keeping you connected to your ‘alma mater’ principally through our web
page on the school website, our Face Book page and the Former Pupils Magazine.
Supporting the Present - providing support to the current school community through fundraising,
provision of financial support (where appropriate) from the President’s Fund and advice and
assistance on an ad hoc basis.
Building for the Future - providing advice and support in the long term development of the school and
the wider school community; there are currently four members of the FCFPA Committee who are on
the Board of Governors for the school.

VOTE OF THANKS
To all those that have done well,
well done; to those that have
not done well, and you know
who you are, well done anyway!
Apologies if I have missed
anyone out!
Joint Presidents for an
extremely busy year
supporting and representing
the association at a myriad
of events throughout Ireland
and beyond, and for being
regular attendees at committee
meetings, thus keeping me on
the straight and narrow and
allowing me to shoot down the
good idea fairy when necessary.
William and Mildred for editing
another excellent ‘bumper’

Former Pupils Magazine.
However, given the curtailment
of our social calendar, articles
and photographs will be very
thin on the ground for the next
edition. The proposal would
be to produce some form of
news sheet for this year and
a bumper publication for the
following year.
To all the team in the Archives
for making it what it is today,
the envy of schools throughout
Ireland and indeed the UK.
Special mention to Robert
Montgomery, William Lynn, Jim
Goodman and David Gallagher.
To all on the committee for
their hard work. Special

COMPLETED EVENTS 2019 - 2020
The following events were
enjoyable evening, but only
completed prior to the COVID
attended by 47 members.
19 restrictions:
Our thanks to William for
once again pulling this event
• Friday 20 September,
together. In an effort to
Londonderry dinner held
increase numbers the 2020
in the City Hotel. A most
Londonderry dinner will be
18

mention to:
• Neil for keeping us on the
straight and narrow when it
comes to money.
• Gail for correcting my feeble
attempts at Record of
Decisions.
• Louis for his help in bringing
the association’s social media
presence at least up until the
end of the 20th Century if not
screaming and kicking into
the 21st Century.
• Finally, to William, frankly
without his advice, help,
support, and workload this
association would not exist.

held in the Bishop’s Gate
Hotel. Dress will be lounge
suit and equivalent for the
ladies, and the date will be
slipped to the fourth Friday in
September to avoid clashing
with the City Culture Night –
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see Future Events below.
• Monday 11 November Remembrance Service in
School.
• Thursday 19 December Mulled Wine and Christmas
Music in the Governors’
Suite. 28 members of the
association attended this
event and were entertained to
some excellent singing by our
very own ‘Mood Swings’. Our

thanks to all the committee
members who pulled this
event together.
• Saturday 22 February Belfast Lunch in the Royal
Belfast Golf Club. 17 members
of the Association attended
this event and our thanks
to Jonathan Hegan for
masterminding the event.
Given that numbers were
again low and the fact that

CANCELLED EVENTS 2020
• The following events were
cancelled due to the COVID-19
pandemic restrictions:
• Saturday 21 March Londonderry Spring
Luncheon.
• Saturday 4 April - Leitrim
Percy French Appreciation
Society costumed concert.

• Friday 24 April - London
Dinner.
• Friday 8 May - ‘Ringing
the Bell Ceremony’ to
commemorate VE Day.
• Friday 8 May - Foyle College
Former Pupils Association
AGM.

FUTURE EVENTS - AUTUMN 2020
• At present we should consider
it commemorates 75 years
planning the following events
since the end of WWII, and
- all subject to change of
we really did not get the
course:
opportunity to commemorate
• Flying of the ‘Stars and
VE Day. VJ Day remains to
Stripes’ on Saturday 4 July at
be seen? The Chairman will
11.00 hrs.
speak with the Principal about
• The FCFPA Londonderry
something similar to 2018
Dinner is planned for Friday,
with the reading of the names
25 September, in Bishop’s
on the Memorial to the Fallen
Gate Hotel. I suspect that date
and the placing of poppy
is a bit sharp and we may
crosses - more to follow. As
have to consider moving this
an aside if you get the chance,
to the end of October, start of
look at the two memorials
November. It will also be an
and you will note the much
opportunity for a change of
greater number of RAF and
office for the Joint Presidents.
Navy personnel in WWII.
Decision will be taken by
• Flying of the ‘Stars and
end of July at the latest, and
Stripes’ on Sunday, 22nd
information promulgated
November to commemorate
immediately afterwards.
the assassination of JFK.
• Wednesday 11th November
• We might want to consider
- Remembrance Service at
something around Christmas.
school. An important year as
Normally, this would be the

many members travel down
to the Londonderry Lunch
the following month it was
decided that we should run
this event once every two
years (so next in 2022) and
potentially look to move the
date to the autumn to deconflict with the busy spring
programme.

• Friday 8 May - Royal
Marines Band Concert to
commemorate VE Day.
• Thursday 21 May - Derrie
Danders City Tour.
• FCFPA brief to Upper Sixth
before the end of May.
• Old Boys Cricket Match.
• Golf Society outings.

year for drinks at the interval
of a school production, but
it is unlikely that this will
happen this year. One idea
is to run Christmas drinks
in the Archives, take the
opportunity to officially open
the Archives extension in
memory of Mr J E Bigger
and also invite in the Upper 6
leavers from this year, present
them each with a copy of ‘A
View the Foyle Commanding’
and present the Lawrence
Sword, Lawrence Medal and
the MacKillip Medal. Having
spoken with the Principal it is
almost certain that the Prize
Distribution will have to fall
by the wayside this year so
in this way the FCFPA would
be actively involved in saying
farewell to the class of 201920.
19
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2021 EVENTS
For 2021 it is proposed that
we get back onto our normal
calendar as soon as possible:
• Belfast Lunch, February 2021

– should it run this year?
• Londonderry Lunch, March
2021.
• AGM, May 2021

THE ARCHIVES
• Despite the COVID-19
restrictions, and when
circumstances have allowed,
much work has gone into
further developing the school
archives. Special thanks to
Clive and Graham for all their
technical help and expertise.
These developments include:
• The building of a display and
research room extension in
memory of Mr J E Bigger,
master/teacher at Foyle
College from September 1954
to June 1991.
• Updating the displays with
a greater emphasis on the

Londonderry High School.
• A permanent Drama and
Music display in the coffee
area.
• Cabinet lighting and updated
displays in the entrance
hallway. Cataloguing of all
school photographs and
further digitisation of the
team photographs.
• Continuing digitisation of the
school records and archives.
• The Foyle College Former
Pupils Association
memorabilia is now sold
through the Archives. A
price list is enclosed with this

CHALLENGES
• Attracting younger members
(30 and 40-year olds) to
become active members
in the FCFPA, remember
all school leavers are
automatically members.
• Relevance to the current and
future school community this will mainly be through

funding.
• Cost - running the Archives
costs money, our social events
run either at cost or a minimal
profit. We have no major
income stream. However, I
am pleased to note that this
year we again remained in
the black and will have some

NEW INITIATIVES
• Briefing to the Upper and
Lower 6 in September by
Chairman and Louis.
• Voluntary £25 subscription
– standing order forms are
available. Could we ask all to
consider this. You will note
that funding is one of the
challenges listed above.
• The continued development
of the school archives - see

above. If you have not yet,
you should visit - we will
almost certainly be able to
find pictures and just maybe
your school report (mine
made for interesting reading!).
Challenges will be with
funding and finding younger
archivists, particularly
someone with an interest in
the history of the LHS and all

20

• Derrie Danders outing, June
2021.

Report. Establishing a web
address so that archivists can
deal with enquiries directly.
Contact details are as follows,
and these are monitored and
checked on a regular basis:
Email: foylecollegearchive@
gmail.com
Twitter:
Foyle College Archive@
ArchiveFoyle
Instagram:
foyle.college.archive
• Dealing with a myriad of
requests for information.

additional funds for next year
because of no expenditure on
cancelled events.
• Recruiting an archivist with
a specific interest in the
Londonderry High School and
its antecedents.

its antecedents.
• Better social media presence
on Face Book and the
school website, but we must
continue to develop this.
• Established a ‘Battle Rhythm’
so that we can plan events
and publish and advertise
dates in a timely manner.
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HONORARY TREASURER’S REPORT
FOYLE COLLEGE FORMER PUPILS ASSOCIATION
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2020

INCOME
Magazine donations
Magazine sales
Magazine adverts
Annual Dinner - Note 1
London Dinner - Note 1
Spring Lunch - Note 1
Belfast Lunch - Note 1
Wine & cheese
Shop trading account - Note 2
Donations
Portrait restoration
School show excess
BBQ
Other social events
Confederation of Grammar Schools
Roulston Family - In memory J E Bigger
President’s Fund
Deposit Interest

EXPENDITURE
Magazine
Calligraphy
Annual Dinner - Note 1
Spring Lunch - Note 1
Belfast Lunch - Note 1
London Dinner - Note 1
Functions expenditure
Photography
Postage
Bank fees
Portrait Restoration
Archive expenses
Chain repairs
In memory - Bishop Mehaffy
o/s debtor write off
President’s Fund – Laura Miller

Surplus/(Deficit)
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Year Ended
31 March 2020

Year Ended
31 March 2019

362.00
940.00
1,520.00
2,250.00
2,155.00
565.00
220.00
491.80
770.00
555.00
143.31
381.91
300.00
38.66
10,692.68

1,050.00
612.00
1,090.00
2,075.00
2,500.00
790.00
460.00
52.44
350.00
2,115.00
51.50
275.00
40.49
11,461.43

1,450.00
1,574.65
2,000.00
482.00
2,620.96
276.37
210.00
88.61
626.99
120.00
50.00
89.99
500.00
-10,089.57

2,285.00
45.00
1,988.70
2,252.00
650.00
0.00
324.00
335.00
35.63
71.33
2,115.00
-10,101.66

603.11

1,359.77
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Foyle College Former Pupils Association
Balance Sheet
As at 31 March 2020
31 March 2020

31 March 2021

Ulster Bank Limited
9,312.38
Progressive Building Society – President’s Fund 8,476.41
Paypal
695.58
Sundry debtors
0.00
Payments in advance
1,450.00
Stock
5,282.56
25,216.93

7,495.14
8,637.75
695.58
89.99
3,450.00
5,400.36
25,768.82 5

Current Liabilities
Other cash received in advance
Functions - Cash received in
advance
Net Current Assets
Represented By:
Balance b/f
Net movement

1,850.00

-

3,645.00 5,495.00

6,650.00 6,650.00

19,721.93

19,118.82

19,118.82
603.11
19,721.93

17,759.05
1,359.77
19,118.82

Treasurer’s Report
I have pleasure in presenting the above Income & Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet for the year
ended 31 March 2020.
Neil Stewart
Honorary Treasurer
Auditors’ Report
We have examined the above accounts as at 31 March 2020, along with respective receipts, vouchers
and bank statements, and hereby certificate them to be correct.

Signed: (Hon Auditors)
B Peoples:
Brian V. Peoples
R Young:
Robin J. B. Young
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Note 1 - Functions Income & Expenditure
Annual Dinner 2018
Income
Receipts

1,520.00

Less Expenditure
City Hotel
Deficit

1,574.65

-1,574.65
-54.65

Belfast 2020
Income
Receipts

565.00

Less Expenditure
The Royal Belfast Golf Club
Surplus

482.00

-482.00
83.00

Spring Lunch 2019
Income
Receipts

2,155.00

Less Expenditure
Bishops Gate Hotel
Gift to guest speaker
Surplus

1,840.00
160.00

-2,000.00
155.00

London Dinner 2019
Income
Receipts

2,250.00

Less Expenditure
Farmers’ Club
Deficit

2,620.96

Note 2 – Shop Trading Account
Turnover
Less: Cost of Sales
Opening Stock
Purchases
Less: Closing Stock
Surplus
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609.60

5,400.36
0.00
5,400.36
(5,282.56)

(117.80)
491.80

-2,620.96
-370.96
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OFFICERS
MAY 2019 - 2021

The difficulties presented by the onset of COVID 19 and its attendant restrictions meant that the
Annual General Meeting of the association which is usually held in May had to be cancelled. As a
result the team of office-bearers remains unchanged. We are deeply grateful to our Presidents and
Vice Presidents who have agreed to remain in post until it is possible for us to meet again and for their
successors to be appointed.
Presidents
Vice Presidents

Mrs Harriet Love
Dr Anne Price-Owen

Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Hon Secretary
Hon Treasurer

Mr Donald Bigger
Mrs Laura Hegarty
Mrs Gail Atkinson
Mr Neil Stewart

Members of Executive Committee

Mrs Isabel McNally
Mrs Cathy Arthur
Mr Nicky Morton
Miss Ann Watson
Mr Brian Adair
Mr Marshall Kilgore

Hon Auditors

Mr Robin Young and Mr Brian Peoples

Mr Bob Elliott
Mr Chris Henderson

Mr Colin Jeffrey
Mr Louis Fields
Mr Paul Curtis
Mrs Jocelyn Scott
Mr William Lynn

PRESIDENTS/VICE PRESIDENTS

Mrs Harriet Love

Mr Bob Elliott

Dr Anne Price-Owen

Mr Chris Henderson

PROPOSED DATES
FOR YOUR DIARY 2021
Spring Luncheon/AGM
Annual Dinner

May
September
25
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BELFAST LUNCH
22 FEBRUARY 2020

The Belfast Lunch was held once
again in the Royal Belfast Golf
Club, Cultra, and we are grateful
to Jonathan Hegan for securing
this excellent venue for us and
making arrangements with the
caterers. Numbers were smaller
than usual with only 24 members
attending but the atmosphere
was most convivial as we were
seated at three large tables in
the elegant dining room with
spectacular views over Belfast
Lough.
After a drinks reception in the
adjoining bar, all were seated
and Joint President, Bob Elliott,
said grace. An excellent lunch
followed and after coffee
was served there were short
speeches.
William Lynn updated those
present about developments in
the school and progress within
the archive. Donald Bigger
outlined the need for fundraising efforts by the governors
and this was reinforced by Bob,
who emphasised the importance
of strong links between the
school and its former pupils in
his concluding speech.
William M Lynn

Royal Belfast G C Entrance Hall
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Doreen Black, Bob Elliott, Lowry Cunningham

Donald Bigger, Anne Dawson, Elisabeth and Roger Thompson

Chris, Lorna, Doreen and William
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William, Donald, Chris

Donald

Brian and Chris Henderson

Professor Eric Beattie, Robin Eagleson, Winston Irwin, Judi Allen, Joan
Milliken, Jonathan Hegan

President Bob Elliott

William

William, Lorna and Elma
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BELFAST OLD GIRLS BRANCH
While
the
onset
of
the
pandemic effectively ensured
that the usual gatherings and
get-togethers were rendered
impossible in 2020, one very
pleasant event took place at
the end of the previous year
when seven members of the
Belfast Branch from the Class
of 1967 met up for lunch at the
Ulster Reform Club, Belfast,
on 29 October 2019. Those
present were, Patricia Blake
née Drummond, Joan Milliken
née McCartney, Helen Knox,
Janet Hill née Graham, Christine
Crockett née Wilson, Dorothy
Gault née Stewart and Lorraine
McElhinney née McConnell.
The photographs below show
the ladies enjoying a most
pleasant afternoon in very
elegant surroundings.
Joan Milliken
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GREETINGS FROM COLERAINE BRANCH
It has been a very difficult and
challenging year for us all but
we trust as we look forward to
2021 that we will experience
some normality. How lovely it
would be to enjoy the company
of many of our Old Girls again
soon!
We were very saddened to learn
of the death of our good friend
Pearlie Taggart on 12 April. Due
to lockdown restrictions we were
not able to attend her funeral
but Carol Corrigan very kindly
went to Ballywillan Cemetery in
Portrush on the day of Pearlie’s
funeral to represent the Old
Girls (even although it sadly
was from a distance). Thanks to

Carol for doing so as we know
the Taggart family appreciated
the thought.
Pearlie was a very active member
of the Old Girls Association for
many years and we miss her so
much. In December 2017 she ably
hosted our Annual Get Together.
She was very determined she
wanted to do it while she was
able (her words). Those who
were there that evening have
many happy memories of a
wonderful evening when Pearlie
was a perfect host. (Pearlie’s
family have written an obituary
which appears in this magazine).
We were not able to have our
Annual Lunch in April/May but

had hoped to have our Annual
Get Together in December. Sadly
due to the ongoing restrictions
we did not
meet although
Carol Corrigan had a date in her
diary and was looking forward
to having us around her dining
table sampling Lily’s Christmas
cake and Gertrude‘s mince pies
among the many treats. Calories
are never counted on such
occasions! We can hope, come
December 2021, that we will be
around Carol’s table again.
In the meantime, take care and
every blessing for 2021.
Rosaleen Ramsey née
McClements
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LHSOGA LONDON
Updates sent out to the LHSOGA London girls by their committee and their President Elect in
December 2020.

FROM THE COMMITTEE:
Dear girls
I hope this email finds you all
in good spirits. What a year
we have all had. Our world has
turned upside down, inside
out and right now is doing
somersaults in an attempt to
conquer this most vicious and
unrelenting threat to mankind.
I imagine for most of us
Christmas has been disrupted
in order to protect our loved
ones.

your part by adhering strictly to
the government guidelines.

Most importantly, there is hope
out there and we must all
persevere and stay positive no
matter what misfortunes have
passed our way. Unbelievably,
the vaccine gives us the
best chance of getting some
normality back into our lives,
but there is still a long road
ahead before we achieve this
goal. Patience, tolerance and
common sense are the only
ways forward, so please play

Last, but not least, our lovely,
amazing and vivacious London
President, Anne Price-Owe,
was forced into the shadows
because of Covid. It has been
a very unfulfilling time with
events being repeatedly
postponed and also not being
able to play out her role to its
full potential.

As for our luncheon, the
committee think it wise not
to book it for our usual time
in early Spring. We believe
moving it to October 2021
would be more sensible, giving
us time to assess how the
vaccine performs and whether
it is safe for us to meet up
again.

bottom of our hearts for being
our champion during your very
difficult year in office. I hope
we will get to see photographs
of you wearing our magnificent
LHSOGA presidential chain.
We are all so passionate about
the LHSOGA lunch so it has
been a hard and cruel blow
for us to have missed catching
up with each other this year.
Here’s to an enjoyable and
magical time in October 2021.
Take care - keep safe - keep
well - keep strong, we are all in
this together. Wishing you all
a most joyous Christmas and
New Year.
Kanchu McAllister, Ruth
Edwards, Carol Parker & Hilary
Jahanpour
LHSOGA Committee

Anne, on our behalf, I would
like to thank you from the

FROM OUR LONDON PRESIDENT ELECT – ANNE PRICE-OWEN
Dear LHSOGA and all who
identify with the old school and
to those also who wish they
had attended school with us!
2020 has been a much
maligned year going by the
comments I’ve heard, so I shall
refrain from defending these
opinions (which probably says
it all) and now it is being buried
with little ceremony as we
approach 1st January 2021.
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I simply want to remind you
that I remain your President
Elect after a year when all
meetings and merriment were
cancelled, owing to the law of
the land. I have been like a lady
in waiting, or an actor awaiting
her cue from the stage wings,
never quite sure if the show is
going to go on. It’s not often
that we have an ‘old girl’ who
insists on doing a Trump, in
refusing to quit her post. But,
of course, we know, that as we

haven’t met over the past year,
or even communicated much,
the annual camaraderie we look
forward to in normal years, is
verboten.
One of the most stringent rules
of the lockdown process we
have had to endure is that we
are not permitted to sing! While
we can comprehend the reason
for this draconian measure, we
are prevented from actually
nourishing our own souls,
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psyches or characters which
are enriched by the breathing
exercises and other movements
and positions we take in the
formation of the choir with
which we join our voices. In
addition, I’m sure that a number
of you are probably churchgoers and one of the treats
of attending church is often
the songs, the harmony, the
tunefulness, when numbers of
voices blend to a lyrical show of
oneness.
I sincerely hope that next
year we shall all have the
opportunity of meeting up to
celebrate our old schooldays,
hug our friends, maybe make
some new ones, sit in tight

groups with no distancing, but
instead, fraternising and raising
a glass or two to those who
can join us at our meeting, and
drink a cup also to our absent
friends.
And finally, on what some
might see as a defiant gesture,
I’d like you to join me in singing
Siegfried Sassoon’s poem
‘Everyone Sang’:
Everyone suddenly burst out
singing;
And I was filled with such
delight
As prisoned birds must find in
freedom,
Winging wildly across the
white

Orchards and dark-green
fields; on – on - and out of
sight.
Everyone’s voice was suddenly
lifted;
And beauty came like the
setting sun;
My heart was shaken with
tears; and horror
Drifted away … O, but
Everyone
Was a bird; and the song was
wordless; the singing will
never be done.
Looking forward to singing with
you all in 2021.
Love, Light and Peace,
Anne

ALTNAGELVIN
GARDEN CENTRE

GARDEN SUNDRIES SHOP

YOUR ONE-STOP DESTINATION FOR GARDEN CARE PRODUCTS
AND PET SUPPLIES
Altnagelvin Garden Centre,
100-102 Irish Street, Londonderry, BT47 2ND
Call Us: 028 7134 3846
Monday to Saturday: 9:00am to 6:00pm, Sunday: 2:00pm to 5:00pm
(Excluding January, February, July & August)
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SCHOOL CONCERT
PERCY FRENCH TRIBUTE
12 MARCH 2020

Winston Irwin

Last year’s magazine displayed
an advertisement for Foyle
College Spring Concert to be
held on 12 March which was to
feature the first of a series of
tributes planned for the year to
celebrate the centenary of the
death of former pupil, Percy
French, in 1920.
As usual, the pupils
entertained and impressed the
large audience with the range
and variety of their talents
and at the invitation of the
music department Winston
Irwin performed some of Percy
French’s well known songs,
accompanied on the piano by
Jim Goodman.
Those of us who enjoyed that
splendid evening could not
have foreseen that Winston’s
tribute to Percy French would
be the only one to survive the
arrival of Covid-19 nor could
we have imagined the impact
the pandemic would have
on all our lives in what has
become a year to forget.
Mildred Deans
35
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J F KENNEDY MEMORIAL
CEREMONIES 2020
On 22 November 1963 John
F Kennedy, 35th President of
the United States of America,
was assassinated in Dallas,
Texas. The flag which was
flown on that day at the US

Naval Communications Station,
Londonderry, now the location
of the new Foyle College, was
presented by the US Navy
Veterans Association to the
school in 2019. In return the

school promised to fly the
flag on the station’s original
flagpole on 4 July and 22
November each year.

of the US Navy Veterans
Association gathered at the
school on 4 July. Mindful of the
Covid-19 restrictions prevailing
at that time, numbers had been
kept to a minimum.
In a short ceremony, the flag

was raised by Frank Elstrom
and the National Anthem of the
USA was played electronically.
Light refreshments were
provided for the visitors in the
Archive afterwards.

4 July 2020
In fulfilment of that promise
and beginning what will
now become a tradition,
representatives of the FCFPA
together with a small group of
people with connections to the
USA and two representatives

Group attending

Becky and Chris Henderson, Harriet Love, Frank Elstrom and William Lynn
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22 November 2020
An increase in the numbers of
people suffering from Covid-19
resulting in tighter restrictions
meant that this ceremony was
heavily curtailed.
Sadly that also meant that
none of the veterans, most of
whom reside in the Republic
of Ireland, was able to attend
but a small group of FCFPA
representatives gathered at
the school on the day.

These included Joint President,
Harriet Love, Joint VicePresident, Chris Henderson,
his wife, Becky (herself an
American), Neil Stewart,
Donald Bigger and William
Lynn.
The flag was duly raised and
then lowered to half mast at
11.00 am where it would remain
until sunset.

Chris and Becky Henderson, Harriet Love, Neil Stewart and Don Bigger.

Flag at half mast.
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ARMISTICE DAY 2020
Many of the ceremonies that
usually take place each year
in the school have been either
cancelled or curtailed because
of the restrictions imposed by
the Coronavirus pandemic this
year. The school principal and
committee of the FCFPA were
determined to mark Armistice
Day in a manner as close as
possible to that of the usual
ceremony.
Conscious of the need to
restrict numbers in line with
social distancing requirements,
Mr Allen suggested that the
ceremony be conducted earlier
in the week and filmed. Only
himself, the Head Boy and
Head Girl together with four
representatives of the FCFPA
would be present. The recorded
event would then be shown
to pupils on screens in their
classrooms at 11.00 am on
Armistice Day.
Accordingly the party gathered
in the Assembly Hall on
Monday, 9 November. The
ceremony followed the same
format as in previous years with
an introduction by the Principal,
a reading by Head Girl, Katie
House, and the Kohima Epitaph
by Head Boy, John Fulton. This
was followed by Last Post,
the Silence and Reveille. The
Head Boy and Head Girl laid a
wreath on the Second World
War Memorial after which
FCFPA Joint President, Harriet
Love, and FCFPA Joint Vice
President, Chris Henderson,
laid their wreath on the First
World War Memorial. The
committee of the Former Pupils
Association was represented
by Donald Bigger and William

William Lynn, Donald Bigger, Katie House Head Girl, Patrick Allen, John Fulton
Head Boy.

Lynn. The event was recorded
by one of the Media Studies
pupils.
As arranged, staff and
pupils watched the recorded
ceremony on screens in their
classrooms at 11.00 am on 11
November. As this was being
done, the Head Boy and Head
Girl, together with William Lynn
and Donald Bigger conducted
a simple act of relaying their
wreaths with Last Post, the
Silence and Reveille in the
Assembly Hall.

Head Boy, James Fulton
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The recording was placed on
the school’s facebook page and
can be viewed there.
W M Lynn

Head Girl, Katie House
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Patrick Allen with the Wreath Laying Party recording the ceremony.

Katie & John lay wreath on 2nd WW memorial.

Chris & Harriet lay wreath on 1st WW memorial.

DIGITAL PRINT

Promotional Leaflets, Brochures, Booklets,
Stationery, Posters, Invites, Memorial Cards, etc

LITHO PRINT

Books, Magazines, NCR/Invoice Books,
Tickets, Calendars etc

LARGE FORMAT

Posters, Banners, Exhibition Stands,
Signage, Display Systems and lots more

...leave it to
the experts!
028 7126 7509

VEHICLE/DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
Vehicle Decals & Wraps, Mobile Billboards

CNC SOLUTIONS
MERCHANDISE PRINTING

info@iprintdesign.com

www.iprintdesign.com
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DEDICATION OF MEMORIALS
TO FORMER PUPILS
28 November 2020

When Foyle moved to its new
school at Springham Campus,
it left behind a number of
memorials at its Springtown
and Duncreggan sites.
Plaques and moveable objects
commemorating the untimely
deaths of pupils whilst still at
school were transferred to the
new archive facility, but trees
which had been planted in
memory of those pupils had
become too large to be moved.
The Former Pupils Association
decided that it would be
appropriate to plant new trees
and place memorial plaques
at a suitable site on the new
campus.
Accordingly, four large upright
oak trees were planted around
a nicely paved semi-circle at
the back of the school and
adjacent to the tennis courts,
lawns and newly planted
wooded areas. A small, marble
plaque recording the name and
date of death of each of the
pupils was placed at the foot
of each tree and a small flower
planter positioned in front of
each. Fixed metal seats have
been provided where pupils can
sit on sunny days.
On Saturday, 29 November, the
families of the pupils named
on the memorials gathered at
the site for a short ceremony of
dedication led by Archdeacon
Robert Miller, a member of the
school’s Board of Governors.
Members of the families of
Kerri-Ann Wright, Richard
MacCombe and Graeme Young
were present together with
representatives of the FCFPA,
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the Principal and a former
member of staff. The family of
James Barker, tragically killed
in the Omagh bomb blast, were
not represented as they have
returned to England. Light
refreshments were provided
afterwards.

A MEMORIAL DED
ICATION
THANKSGI ING
28TH NO EMBER
2020
'I am the resurrection
and the life,' says the
Lord.
'Those who believe in
me, even though they
die,
yet shall they live,
and everyone who lives
and believes in me
shall never die.'
John 11: 25,26

GRAEME YOUNG

Foyle and Londonderry

College 1980
9 TH September 1985

KERRI-ANN WRIGH
Foyle and Londonderry

T

College 1988
16TH May 1994 (16TH
March 1995)

RICHARD MAC COM
Foyle and Londonderry

BE

College 1988
August 1994

All appropriate regulations
governing the present
coronavirus pandemic were
observed throughout the
occasion. W M Lynn

JAMES BARKER

Foyle and Londonderry

College 1997
15 August 1998

May they rest in peace
& be raised in glory

President Harriet
Love, Terry Wright,
Archdeacon Robert
Miller, Stan Huey,
Headmaster Patrick
Allen, William Lynn

The party with
Margaret and
Heather MacCombe

Harriet, Robert,
Donald, Patrick
and William at
the James Barker
Memorial.

The party with the
Young and Sweeney
family members –
Patrick, Margaret,
Tracy and Graeme
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NOTICES
Births/Marriages
BIRTHS
To Sean and Sara
Keyes née Lynn,
a son, Malachy
Thomas, born 10
March 2020.

To Frazer and
Susan Campbell
née Lynn, a
daughter, Layla
Emerald, born 3
July 2020.

To Mark and
Samantha Craig
née Young, God’s
gift of a son, Alfie
William, born 4
August 2020.

To James
and Mari
Kanagasooriam
née Brennan,
a son, David
Jeremiah, born
26 August 2020.

To Elliott Bell
and Gilly née
Gallagher, a
daughter, Robin
Olive, born 21
April 2020.

MARRIAGES
4 September 2020
Dr Rachel Parker to Dr Ross Spy. The wedding took place in First Derry Presbyterian Church. Rachel is
working as a GP in Fife and Ross is an anaesthetist in Glasgow.

11 January 2020
John McClean to Lucia Li. The wedding took place in the Matara Centre, Kingscote Park,
Gloucestershire.

4 July 2020
Adam Ross to Lauren
Williams. The wedding
took place at Oak Gardens,
Glenshane Road. Pixi and
Jacob also attended.
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Getting married
during the Covid-19
Pandemic
Olivia Doherty to Michael Ross
After 2 years of planning, we
were set to have our ‘dream’
wedding on 21 May 2020 with
170 guests invited. Things then
took a turn in March with the
current covid-19 pandemic
which meant we had to cancel
our wedding.
Once the covid ‘R’ rate
dropped and the government
restrictions were eased, we saw
the opportunity to get married
and we successfully planned
our entire wedding within 2
weeks. It was nothing like what
we originally planned but we
ended up having the most
fabulous day with the lovely
Derry weather on our side.
After 16 years of dating and
a lot of ‘covid curve balls’
we finally got married on 28
August 2020. Michelle Duddy,
the local District Registrar,
performed the ceremony in
the beautiful ‘Oak Gardens’,
Glenshane Road (beside
Oakfire Adventures), with
30 guests, followed by a
‘reception’ in a marquee in
Michael’s parents’ garden. Both
the ceremony and reception
were held outside to comply
with the latest government
guidelines for weddings.
Arbutus Catering provided
a full 3 course meal which
included fillet steak as a main
course. The food was amazing
quality with each steak cooked
to perfection and this was
all done from their portable
cooking van.
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Olivia and Michael

Witnesses; Robert Doherty (bride’s brother - left Foyle in 2000), Olivia Ross (née
Doherty - left Foyle in 2008), Michael Ross, Sam Ross-Brown (née Ross - groom’s
sister - left Foyle in 2002)

Bridemaids Grace Vyse (not a former Foyle pupil), Meadhbh O’Hara (left Foyle in
2008), Anna Curtis (current Year 9 Foyle pupil), Olivia Ross (née Doherty - left
Foyle in 2008), Sam Ross-Brown (née Ross - groom’s sister - left Foyle in 2002)
Kendra Allen (née Hetherington - left Foyle in 2008) and Rachel Clarke (left Foyle
in 2008)
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NOTES AND NEWS 2020
North West Cricket to play in
the senior men’s team. In years
to come, Alana hopes be able
to play in the Ireland Women’s
Senior Team. She is already part
of the Ireland Academy Squad
and trains regularly with them.

Jamie Bankhead - a
Computer Game Applications
Development student at
Abertay University Dundee,
Jamie has designed a
unique video game aimed at
improving speech therapy for
the elderly. He has already
had success with a company,
Konglomerate Games, which
he founded alongside several
other students. The company
created a ground-breaking
video game to help children
with cystic fibrosis do breathing
exercises which is currently
being medically tested at Great
Ormond Street Hospital.

Bradd Chambers is an author
who has written five novels,
the latest of which is entitled,
‘Under Construction’ and
was released in November.
Describing his books he
says, “I’m no stranger to a
psychological thriller, with
all of my books revolving
around crime’’. Bradd intends
to continue writing and has
already got ideas for his next
couple of books. Those already
published can be found on
Amazon.

Reverend Nigel Cairns was
instituted as Rector of Saint
Augustine’s Church on Friday,
21 February 2020.

Alana Dalzell made cricket
history in August when she
became the first woman to
play in Bready Cricket Club
Senior Men’s team. She also
became only the third lady in

Susannah Dickey has blazed
a trail with her debut novel,
‘Tennis Lessons’ which deals
with one girl’s trials coming-ofage in millennial Londonderry.
Susannah’s love of fiction, and
in particular the formative
influence of books by Virginia
Woolf such as ‘Orlando’ and
‘To the Lighthouse’, whose
existence set her on the path to
becoming a novelist, has always
been matched by a passionate
appreciation of poetry and to
date she has published two
pamphlets ‘I Had Some Very
Slight Concerns’ (2017) and
‘Human Values’ (2018). ‘Tennis
Lessons’ by Susannah Dickey is
published by Doubleday.
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NOTES AND NEWS 2020
Professor Dr. Dr (hc. Toulouse)
Scott Kelso, PhD, Hon. MRIA
published a book Learning
to Live Together: Promoting
Global Harmony with Springer,
Heidelberg, 2019. The book is
devoted to the issue of how we
can learn to live together in the
face of division and conflict.
It consists of a collection of
papers presented at the 8th
and 9th Olympiads of the Mind
held in Washington, DC and
Chania, Crete respectively.
Distinguished international
scholars, government and
corporate representatives,
leading researchers and
academics from multiple
disciplines, including three
Nobel Laureates, address
a broad range of issues all
with the aim of improving
the human condition and
achieving cooperation among
the people of the world. The
topics include the environment,
sustainability and security;
diversity and how to achieve
integration and peace among
people in a fractured world;
the important role of brain
research; how to overcome
poverty and inequality; how to
enhance creativity and improve
education at all levels; and how
new technologies and tools can
be used for common benefit.

William Thompson McElhinney
was awarded an MBE in the
Queen’s New Year’s Honours
List for services to primary
education. William was involved
in primary education for 42
years ending his service as
Principal of Ashlea Primary
School.
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Dr Matthew Nicholl, an
astrophysicist who helped
discover a supernova at least
twice as bright as any yet
encountered in the universe,
has published his findings in
the scientific journal, Nature
Astronomy. Currently with
the School of Physics and
Astronomy and the Institute
of Gravitational Wave
Astronomy at the University
of Birmingham, Matthew
was part of a team which
included experts from Harvard
Northwestern University and
Ohio University, who believe the
supernova dubbed SN2016aps,
could be an example of an
extremely rare ‘pulsational pairinstability’ supernova, possibly
formed from two massive stars.
Rachel Parker graduated
recently with MRCGP from
Royal College of General
Practitioners. She qualified
in Medicine from Edinburgh
University in 2014 and is now
working as a GP just outside
Edinburgh.
Reverend Aonghus Mayes,
Rector of Moy, County Tyrone,
has been selected to serve as
Canon on the Chapter of Saint
Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin.

Katie Patton - Earlier this year
Katie hosted a virtual concert
to raise money for Brain
Tumour Research. She staged
an evening of musical magic
with songs and performances
from her favourite shows
which was streamed live on
the charity’s Face book page.
The event which was filmed
remotely and in isolation
saw Katie and a collection of
singers transporting the online
audience back to our beloved
theatres. Katie was diagnosed
with a rare pineal region brain
tumour when she was ten years
old.
Moheet Vij - As Covid took
hold in March of this year
Moheet, whose company Liquid
Creations Ltd at Newbuildings
makes e-cig liquid, re-jigged
its production lines in order to
produce free hand sanitiser for
older people. Speaking at that
time, Moheet said, ‘In the first
instance we want to supply
over 500 bottles free to the
elderly and charities but we will
also be delivering 100,000 units
to a UK supermarket chain.’
Reverend Dr Ian Mills who is
currently curate in the Parishes
of Larne and Inver, Glynn and
Raloo and a Minor Canon of
Belfast Cathedral, has been
appointed Rector (Vicar) to the
Benefice of Chew Valley West
in the Diocese of Bath & Wells.
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Alan Walter Alexander
We were recently contacted by a
former pupil who had attended
Foyle at the same time as Alan
and told us of his death. Our
records show that Alan was born
on 2 May 1941 when the family
lived in Strabane and that he
entered Foyle on 2 September
1953.
Further research turned up
an article in an Australian
publication,
the
AugustaMargaret River Times, which
tells us that Alan was into
poetry while training to be a
teacher in Stranmillis.
We’re
told that he admired the works
of John Donne, George Herbert
and World War I poets Wilfred
Owen, Siegfried Sassoon and
Edmund Blunden, and that he
showed his first written works to
a lecturer named, Frank Teskey,
who took an interest in his work
and helped grow his passion for
poetry.
It appears that he immigrated
to Australia from Belfast in
1965 and started visiting the
Margaret River region, near
Perth, Western Australia, in the
late 1970s, retiring to that region
in 2002.
The article tells us that he wrote
many books, some of which
were published by Fremantle
Arts Centre Press and that

he was a one-time Australia
Council Fellowship recipient
and a winner of numerous other
awards. He volunteered at the
Margaret River Library for 18
years, was highly regarded by
the staff and all who used the
library and he was the recipient
of the Shire’s Volunteer of the
Year Award in 2016.
Having battled heart problems
during the last two years, Alan
passed away on 28 September
2020 and the article states that
while, ‘Alan’s family live overseas,
he leaves behind numerous
volumes of poetry which mix the
best of Australian bush tradition
with the refined literary heritage
of his homeland.’ This seems a
very fitting tribute for a former
pupil.

David A Bigger
David was born on 21 June
1929, one of three children –
he had a brother, Edgar, and a
sister, Eileen - born to Robert
and Francis Bigger. The family
lived in 88 Duncreggan Road
and school records show that
David entered Foyle College
in September 1942 and that
he played cricket and was a
member of the 1st XI in the years
1945/46/47.
David

had

an

interest

in

parks, gardens and plants
which developed through his
work in charge of the parks
and cemeteries in the city.
He also had a very extensive
knowledge of local history
and was pleased to receive
information and artefacts from
people with similar interests
to his own. He was a founding
member of the ‘Friends of St
Columb’s Cathedral’ and both
he and his wife, Gladys, were
founder members of the North
West Historical Society and the
Donegal Historical society.
David and his friend, the late
Terence
McDonald,
were
responsible for saving the large
photographic archive of the
Derry
Standard
newspaper
and in 1990 they published a
book ‘In Sunshine or in Shadow’
which contained an interesting
selection of the images. His
interest in photography included
many other images of local
scenes including an archive of
colour slides of Donegal taken
in the 1950s and 60s by Ludwig
Schenkel.
David and Gladys were a very
close couple who shared many
interests in life and their deaths
were separated by only four
days when sadly Gladys died
on 11 October and David on 15
October this year. A service of
committal for them both was
conducted at Upper Cumber
Cemetery, Claudy, on 18 October
2020. They are survived by their
son, Robert and his wife, Ruth,
and their daughter, Hester, and
her husband, Drew. David was
predeceased by his brother,
Edgar, and his sister, Eileen, who
died in April this year.
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Tyrone. This was an occupation
which suited him very well for
being a ‘people person’ he
always enjoyed meeting and
talking to people in general
and the farming community in
particular.

Ian Alexander Craig
Ian was born on 18 June 1937,
the second son of David and
Mary Craig. He grew up in the
townland of Drumagore and
attended the Model School in
Londonderry. He entered Foyle
College in 1949, following his
older brother Russell and they
in turn were to be followed by
their two younger brothers,
Derek and Alwyn. Their sister,
Meriel, attended Londonderry
High School from 1956-1963.
At school Ian enjoyed singing in
the chorus or playing a part in the
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan,
whose music he liked very much
and, by his own admission, being
more keen on sport than lessons
in the classroom, he played on
the school’s cricket and rugby
teams, at a senior level.
After leaving school he went
to Liverpool for a few years, to
work in the grocery business and
then returned home and found
employment with an Animal
Feed Company, working as a
sales representative in County
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In 1966 he married Florence
McDonald (LHS 1954-1961) and
they went to live in Bready.
In 1974, his job took him to
County Antrim, so they moved
to Ballymena and became
members of West Presbyterian
Church where, after a few years
he was ordained as an elder.
Having always been involved in
youth work he joined the Scout
Group there, and in the course
of the next 30 years he was a
leader of both cubs and then
scouts, became the District and
then the County Commissioner
and was awarded the Silver
Acorn and a few years later,
the Silver Wolf for services to
Scouting in County Antrim over
those 30 years.
As an old boy of Foyle College
he attended the annual dinners
in Derry and looked forward to
meeting up again with other old
boys that he hadn’t seen in a
long time.
In retirement, he enjoyed
gardening, became a member
of the local RNLI fundraising
committee
and
also
the
Ballymena
Music
Festival
committee and was elected
President, for a year, of his
Probus Club.
Ian died on 6 April 2020 aged
82 years. He is survived by his
wife Florence, his daughter Ruth
and her husband Markus, his

granddaughter Emma and his
brothers and sister. His brother
Russell predeceased him in
December 2019.
Obituary provided by his family

Deirdre Eakin née Boal
Deirdre was born on 28 February
1936 and school records show
that she entered Londonderry
High School on 19 January 1948
having attended the Model
Primary School. She was one
of four sisters who all attended
LHS and sadly two of her sisters
have also died in this most
difficult of years. The girls also
had a brother, Desmond who
attended Foyle College.

Kathleen Marianne (Girlie)
Way née Boal, who lived in
Limavady, died on 15 February
this year. School records show
that she was born on 4 January
1923 and entered LHS on 2
September 1936.

Oonagh Patricia Nicholas
née Boal, who lived in London,
died on Good Friday this year.
School records show that
she was born on 28 February
1932 and entered in LHS on 8
September 1944.
Deirdre, who served on the
Board of Governors of Foyle
and Londonderry College for
a number of years, died in
Altnagelvin Hospital on 16 May
2020 after a short illness. She
is survived by her husband,
Jack, her sons, John and Peter,
and daughters-in-law, Hazel
and Anne, her grandson, Joel,
and her sister, Maureen Boal. In
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accordance with government
guidelines, Deirdre was buried
in a private family funeral.
The sisters were predeceased
by their brother, Desmond.

Ruth taught Art at Londonderry
High School for five years. There
she fell in with a jolly bunch,
June, Liggie, Margot, Myrtle,
Belinda and Ann. These friends
banded together playing staff
hockey amongst other things.
Along with June Squires, the
Home
Economics
teacher,
‘Derry Dress’ was founded as
they stitched sixties frocks
which they sold locally.

Wilma M E Goodall née
Lyttle
Wilma was born 4 July 1948,
the daughter of Mr and Mrs
R C Lyttle. The family lived in
Spencer Road and Wilma had
a younger brother, Robert. Our
records show that she attended
Londonderry High School from
September 1959 until June
1965. While at school, Wilma
was involved in a wide range
of activities; dance, drama,
choir and language circle. She
was also active in the sports
field, taking part in gymnastics
and tennis, and she was a
member of the 2nd XI Hockey
Team, and represented Ulster
Grammar Schools in athletics.
She was appointed Prefect/
Head Girl in her final year. From
LHS she proceeded to Trinity
College, Dublin, but transferred
to Stranmillis College in 1967
from which she graduated
and subsequently followed a
teaching career.
Wilma died in York on 6 January
2021. She is survived by her
daughter, Gail, her son, Gareth,
and by her brother, Robert, and
sister-in-law, Valerie. She was
predeceased by her husband,
Ken, a well-known Irish rugby
international.

Ruth Bromley McCaul née
Taylor
In 1936 James and Dorothy
Taylor were living in Formby,
Merseyside, with their children,
Joyce and John, when Ruth
Bromley was born to complete
their family. Just as the war
progressed in 1940 the family
moved to Londonderry where
Grandpa took up a senior post in
Customs and Excise and Granny
threw herself into the Women’s
Royal Voluntary Services and
the local charity scene.
Ruth attended the Preparatory
Department of Londonderry
High School and stayed at the
high school until a family move
to Larne, after which she finished
her secondary education at
Ashleigh House, Belfast, and
began her working career in
Art and Design with a course at
Belfast College of Art. She often
took blank canvases or spaces
and created something new
from art to Br0wnie packs to a
Christmas tree co-operative.

In January 1962 Ruth married the
dashing DWW McCaul at Cairn
Castle, Ballygally. Tim, Susie,
Jos and Nicky arrived thereafter
and Ruth took a break from her
teaching career to look after her
family. After this career break
she accepted a post at Strabane
Grammar School where she
taught until retirement when
she was 60 in 1996.
You could say that Ruth packed
a good deal into her life but it
is the good she packed into the
lives of others which is the part
of her life we wish to celebrate
now. Ruth eschewed all fuss and
praise so it is only now that we
can tell a little of her countless
other activities. Often she found
great craic and camaraderie in
whatever she did, mostly she
was simply tireless in giving
others a chance of a decent life
too.
Ruth served as a governor
and chairperson at Ballougry
Primary School for many years
whilst also being on the board
of
Templemore
Secondary
School. She also served on the
governing body of Foyle and
Londonderry College for around
30 years taking on the roles of
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Deputy Chairperson and Chair
of Education Committee where
amongst many things she
proposed and helped to oversee
the move to a brand new site for
the school which has now been
realised.
As an art teacher with many
other skills at hand, Ruth
brought a wider and more far
reaching view of education to
these boardrooms than simply
the three Rs. This influence and
legacy will be carried forward
by not only the thousands of
young people of Tyrone and
Derry she taught but through
her daughter, Nicky who recalls
visiting
Strabane
Grammar
School with her Mum when
young, on a day when there
were no teachers or students in
school. She clearly remembers
being delighted at seeing this
important aspect of her Mum’s
world for the first time and
being enthralled by it.
Ruth delivered Meals on Wheels
and for 40 years committed
herself to the Red Cross in
this area which she ran for a
time working alongside Eileen
McCorkell and Rina Keys. She
was awarded the Red Cross
Badge of Honour. Ruth did her
training as an auxiliary nurse, no
doubt taking inspiration from
her mother’s efforts during the
war. Her voluntary work with the
Red Cross took her into peoples
homes of all backgrounds and
values, and Ruth was able to
make connections with so many.
The ‘troubles’ presented a
difficult challenge for a young
mother raising a family on a
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farm between the border and
the city. Ruth’s response was to
shield and protect, naturally, but
also to encourage her children
to be aware that there two sides
to every story and there’s always
a bigger picture. As mentioned,
Ruth delivered hot meals for
Meals on Wheels and wherever
possible she would bring one
of the children along to help
and to experience how life was
for others. Hot meals were one
thing but the ‘craic’ was also
what pensioners needed in their
isolated homes. Ruth had many
friends on the routes, people
who needed to know life was
‘normal’ in the country or that
a shop had reopened after a
blast. As a family at Christmas
they all knew that before
presents could be opened in
the McCaul household, Ruth
and her children would deliver
Christmas meals and Christmas
cheer. She showed up with her
smile and cheery manner, and
carols and hugs were shared. Of
course the cattle also had to be
fed before any family festivities
could begin. The greatest value
Tim took from this, aside from
waiting an excruciating amount
of time for a train set, was that
it was his responsibility, and that
of his sisters, to give back more
than he took, to leave the world
a little better than he found it.
For sixteen years the family lived
in Killea on the border. Living
one field away from the customs
hut meant every one of the 35
times the hut was blown up the
family knew about it. Those of us
who spent time with Ruth, with
a G & T, know the humour she
found in these situations, often

sharing the tale of the customs
officers running down the lane
in their long-johns after having
their uniforms stolen. Susan also
remembers the calm her mother
offered in these situations. The
power lines hung above the
huts and usually got blown out
by the many blasts. Ruth would
hold a flickering candle and tell
her children that everything was
OK. Her face in the light is an
incredible enduring memory.
Throughout this last short and
sad period of time the family
has continued to learn from
Ruth. We have been humbled
and yet feel so proud of the
positive impact she has had on
so many others. We know this
because you have shared your
stories with us individually.
Ruth
conducted
herself
throughout her life with such
dignity and fortitude. We live
in times in which we are all
encouraged to stand for who we
are and to feel empowered. This
was already the norm for the
McCaul children. Ruth provided
her children and grandchildren
with sound guidance and a
template that we can faithfully
continue with in our lives and
share with others.
Taken from tribute supplied by
her family
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that he enjoyed his greatest
success in the field. He played
308 matches for the Tyrone
side, scoring almost 6,500 runs
and taking 399 wickets with his
medium pace bowling. He was
the club’s leading all rounder for
11 seasons. His most memorable
day, however, was when at the
age of 50 he played in the same
team as his three sons and
Victoria were dismissed for 26.
His long service was honoured
with the presidency of the NCU
and then the same high office in
Cricket Ireland where, uniquely,
he attended two World Cup
tournaments, the 2010 Twenty20
event in West Indies and the
following year the ICC World
Cup in India which included
Ireland’s famous victory against
England in Bangalore.

Dr Basil Thompson
McNamee
Basil was born in 1939, the
youngest of three brothers,
who all attended Foyle College.
The following is taken from a
tribute paid to him in the Belfast
Telegraph on 20 April 2020
entitled, ‘Cricketing stalwart
and distinguished cardiologist
Basil McNamee dies at age 81’.
‘Brought up in the cricket-mad
village of Donemana, he played
cricket as a 15 year old in the
1954 North West Senior Cup
Final and again in 1956, while
still studying at Foyle College,
when he also played Ulster
Schools and Irish Schools as an
opening batsman.

From Foyle he proceeded to
Queen’s University to study
medicine and after an early
posting to Whiteabbey Hospital
he became a cardiologist in the
Royal Victoria Hospital before
transferring permanently to
the South Tyrone Hospital in
Dungannon in 1971. It was on a
cricket tour to Cornwall with his
fellow students that he met his
wife, Carol, who was hitchhiking.
While studying in Belfast
he played cricket at the old
Ormeau ground for North of
Ireland, captaining them to a
Challenge Cup success in 1969,
the year he topped the season’s
batting averages in the Northern
Cricket Union (NCU). But it was
when he moved to Dungannon

A fellow student at Foyle
College was Robin Walsh,
a future controller of BBC
Northern Ireland and also a
Cricket Ireland president. As
part of his tribute to Basil at the
time of his death, Mr Walsh said,
“I had the pleasure of playing
on the same Foyle College side
with Basil and his elder brother,
Derek, back in the fifties and
without doubt it was the best
school team in the country, for
two obvious reasons.”
Basil, who was also a chairman
of the board of governors at
Royal School Dungannon, is
survived by his three sons, Peter,
Andrew and Michael.’
Basil died on 18 April 2020 at
his home in Groomsport. He was
predeceased by his brothers,
Cecil and Derek.
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OBITUARIES
grandchildren. Dorothy was
born in Scotland, and David and
Diane were born in Montreal.
They are all American citizens
now. Eileen died on 18 April
2020 at Fort Myers, Florida.
She was always fun, singing,
laughing and keeping everyone
upbeat. She is greatly missed by
all.
Obituary provided by her
husband, Lex

Catherine Eileen Sandford
Roulston née Bigger
Eileen was born on 5 June
1934, the daughter of Robert
and Francis Bigger. She had
two older brothers, David and
Edgar, who attended Foyle
College and the family lived
on Duncreggan Road. Eileen
entered
Londonderry
High
School in 1947 and in 1952 she
entered the Royal Victoria
Hospital as a nursing trainee,
graduating in 1956 as a State
Registered Nurse.
She married Lex Roulston in
September 1957 and moved to
Glasgow. Two years later they
emigrated to Montreal, Canada,
where Lex joined Johnson &
Johnson. They lived in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, from 1969 to 1974 when
they moved to New Jersey, USA.
Eileen nursed and volunteered
as they moved around. In 1995
they retired and moved to
Florida. Eileen loved to travel
and in addition to yearly trips to
visit family in Ireland, she visited
over 47 other countries.
Eileen had three children, seven
grandchildren and two great
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Note: Eileen and Lex took a
particular interest in the school
and its development, and were
generous benefactors. They last
visited the school in 2019 with
their son and daughter-in-law
and were delighted to see the
new building and the archive
facility to which they made a
generous donation.

Margaret (Pearlie) Frances
Taggart nee Wilson
Margaret, also known as Pearlie,
was born at home in Marlborough
Street, Londonderry on 27
March 1928. She was the first
child of Caulfield and Margaret
Wilson.
She first attended the Model
Primary
School
and
then
Londonderry High School from
1938 till 1945. Pearlie looked back
on her Londonderry High School
days with great fondness and
pride. Whilst at school Pearlie
made many lifelong friends. She
was a prefect, school librarian
and backup pianist for school
assembly.
Pearlie’s involvement in school
affairs
continued
through
the Old Girls Association of
which she was honoured to be

President (1987-88), also edited
the Old Girls School magazine
for many years and served
on the Foyle & Londonderry
College Board of Governors
(1985-89).
Pearlie
made
friendships across the school
generations which she kept up
through the many former pupils’
events she attended. She was
always interested to share her
memories and knowledge of the
school and its history from her
era and was often called upon
to do so. In later life Pearlie had
always said that her only hobby
was the Old Girls Association.
She followed her mother’s
example and pursued a career
in nursing, starting with training
at the Royal Victoria in Belfast
in 1946 where she completed
the SRN and SC Midwife
qualifications. Pearlie then spent
several happy months working
as both a midwife and theatre
nurse at Chelsea Hospital for
Women in London.
However, friends and family
were urging her back to
Londonderry and she returned
to work as a Welfare Officer/
Nurse at the Star shirt factory.
One of her memories from this
period was being selected to
present a bouquet of flowers to
Her Majesty the Queen during
her 1953 coronation tour which
included a visit to Londonderry.
During this time Pearlie met
her future husband John (Jack)
Wilson Taggart, also an old boy
of Foyle College. They married
on 27 July 1955 and had three
children - Christopher, Caroline
and Wilson - who attended Foyle
College and Londonderry High
School and are all members of
the former pupils’ association.
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Jack worked within university
administration, initially at Magee
which later merged with the
New University of Ulster. He was
also an accomplished musician.
Pearlie was supportive and
proud of Jack’s piano, organ
and choirmaster skills and they
attended many events together
over the years, either when Jack
was performing or to enjoy
listening to others perform.
While still raising her family,
Pearlie returned to work as a
District Nurse for the NHS in
the early 1970’s driving to treat
and care for patients all over
the city and surrounding area.
She showed great courage and
a sense of public service and
civic duty during these most
challenging of times. Pearlie also
enjoyed many years working as
a visiting nurse to the US Naval
base located on Limavady Road
in Londonderry.
In 1980 Jack’s job at the New
University of Ulster called upon
them to move to Coleraine
where she and Jack were both
very active in the community
through the Rotary Club and
Inner Wheel and various charity
and university related programs.
Pearlie
continued
District
Nursing in Londonderry for a
period and then transferred to
the Community Nursing team
in Coleraine and Ballymoney
areas where she continued to

work for several more years.
Pearlie enjoyed her profession
immensely and her nursing
knowledge was encyclopedic.
She was always willing to, and
frequently did, dispense useful
practical medical advice.
Pearlie always enjoyed travelling
which was just as well as both
her sons, Christopher and
Wilson, pursued international
careers in the energy industry
and this would take Pearlie and
Jack to holidays planned around
various destinations in Europe,
the USA, Egypt and the Far East.
Caroline is a business owner in
Edinburgh giving them good
reason for lots of driving trips
to Scotland and around the UK
which they always thoroughly
enjoyed. By good fortune these
trips often incorporated school
reunion events along the way.
Pearlie’s nursing experience
would again be called upon as
Jack’s health declined and she
cared for him at home. It was
truly astounding to witness the
nursing care, determination,
commitment,
energy
and
strength she demonstrated to
keep Jack as comfortable and
content as possible in his last
years.
Throughout all the ups and downs,
Pearlie remained extremely
sociable and maintained her
many friendships. She was an

inspirational character whose
friendship was cherished by
many. Pearlie loved people and
always enjoyed reunions, cups
of tea, chats and reminiscing
with friends and family. Her
face brightened when any
friend or family member made
an appearance, and they were
always made to feel most
welcome, because they were.
Pearlie loved to knit little teddy
bears to give as gifts to any
children or grandchildren born
to friends and relatives and
these teddy bears were always
cherished. They would be sent
with one of Pearlie’s well known
hand written letters which she
penned with great ease. The
modern world of technology was
not embraced by Pearlie as she
much preferred the traditional
approach to communication.
After a long life of love, family,
hard work, public service and
great friendships Pearlie died
peacefully not long after her
92nd birthday on 12 April 2020
and was laid to rest, with Jack,
at Ballywillan Cemetery in
Portrush on 15 April 2020. She is
survived by her siblings, Gladys
McClelland and John Wilson,
her three children Christopher,
Caroline and Wilson and her
three
grandchildren
Shaun,
Ailee and Amy.
Obituary supplied by her family
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DEATH NOTICES
Jonathan Edward
(Johnny) Alexander

Donald George (Don)
Eakin

Robert Thomas
Monaghan

Johnny was a pupil at Foyle
& Londonderry College from
September 1976 until January
1982. He died on 25 August
2020 at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Caroline,
daughter, Sophie, and son,
Jonathan, who both attended
the school. He is also survived
by his brother, David, and sister,
Esther who were also pupils..
Due to coronavirus restrictions
a private family funeral took
place on 28 August 2020.

Don Eakin was born on 27 July
1948 and our records show
that he entered Foyle College
in September 1961. He was the
nephew of Jack Eakin. Don
died on 7 September 2020 in
Ballymoney. He is survived
by his wife, Norma. A private
family funeral took place on 9
September 2020.

Robert was born on 15
December 1936 and school
records show that he was one
of three brothers who attended
Foyle College and that the
family lived in Marlborough
Road before relocating to
Belfast. Robert entered Foyle
in September 1948 and our
records indicate that he went
on to become an engineer and
that his brother William became
an accountant and his brother
John, a solicitor. Robert died
on 22 January 2020.

Robert John Mills (Bob)
Cairns
Bob Cairns was a pupil at Foyle
College from September 1962
until June 1969. Our records
show that he while at school
he was a Corporal (Air) ACF
and that he proceeded to
Queen’s University to study
Aeronautical Engineering. Bob
died on 15 May 2017 in Belfast.
He is survived by his wife,
Margaret, and family, Rachie,
Bob, Becky and Rik, son-inlaw, Richard, daughter-in-law,
Sian and grandchildren, Caleb
and Jack. A funeral service
was held in Knock Presbyterian
Church followed by committal
in Roselawn Cemetery on
Friday, 19 May 2017.

Reginald Thompson
(Reggie)McCay
Reggie was born on 3 August
1937 and was a pupil at Foyle
College from September 1949
until 1955. A talented musician
he was most active in school
drama and orchestra and
proceeded to Stranmillis where
he trained for teaching. Reggie
died at Cottage Care Home,
Coleraine, on 17 December
2020. He was predeceased by
his wife, Ann. He is survived
by his daughter, Cheryl and
her partner, Mike, his son,
Robin and his wife, Janice,
and grandchildren Lucy and
Claudia. A private service
took place at Terrace Row
Presbyterian Church followed
by a committal service at
Ballywillan Cemetery on the
following Monday.

Linda Elizabeth Nixon née
Colhoun
Linda, who entered LHS in
September 1973 and was a
pupil during amalgamation, left
in 1980. She died in Altnagelvin
Hospital on 18 December
2020. Linda was the daughter
of Marion and the late John
Colhoun. She is survived by her
sons, Greg and Niall, and her
daughter, Jessica. Linda was
buried in Ballyoan Cemetery on
21 December 2020.

SYMPATHY NOTICE
Lee Gurney
It was with great sadness that
pupils and staff learned of the
death of Lee who was a pupil
at the school from 2014 until
2020. Lee was the son of Derek
and Jacqueline Gurney, and
brother of Jay, Zach and Kian.
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He died suddenly in hospital
on 20 April 2020. Due to
coronavirus restrictions a
private family funeral took
place. We extend our sincere
sympathies to Lee’s Mum and
Dad and to his brothers.

Lee was well liked by his fellow
pupils and by his teachers, and
a small memorial in his memory
has been placed in the school
grounds.
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AN APPRECIATION
Sean McMahon
1931-2020
My earliest recollection of Sean
Mc Mahon, well known teacher,
author, editor and theatrical
probably dates back to the
early 1970s when he would
encourage students of both the
Londonderry High School and
Foyle College to participate in
local theatrical productions. He
would happily declare that he
had encouraged well-known
actress, Amanda Burton, to
play in one of his productions
at St Columb’s College. On his
retirement from teaching he
devoted his energies particularly
to writing and he was much
sought after as a reviewer and
editor. In his life-time Sean
wrote or edited over seventy
publications including such
enduring works as The Derry
Anthology published in 2002.
When the school decided that
it was timely to publish an
official history, Sean seemed
the obvious choice to be its
editor and so it came to pass
that after due consideration he
was appointed to that position,
a task which he undertook with
relish. With a team of sub editors
he produced a work which did
the school proud and which
will stand as a testament to the
worth of the institution to the
town and the world as a whole.
After publication Sean’s interest
in Foyle continued and he
became a key member of the
committee which supervised
the school archive. He looked
forward to the weekly meetings
and the excursions to visit sites
connected with former pupils

Sean and Chief Archivist, Dr Robert Montgomery setting the world to rights at
Beechill

A happy day spent as guests of Sean’s
daughter on Tory Island

not to forget the luncheons
which became a key part of
the survival and blossoming of
the archive. His extensive local
knowledge and inexhaustible
literary
awareness
added
a degree of gravity to any
occasion.
Sean
threw
himself
wholeheartedly into the events
organised by the Former Pupils
Association and was happy to
attend the 400th Anniversary
Dinner in the Guildhall. He
also took great delight in the
Christmas Luncheons which
took place in the Grainan and
Beechill Country House Hotels.

Sean made a substantial and
valuable contribution to the
Archive and he thought so highly
of it that he recommended it as
a model to his own Alma Mater.
Appreciation provided by
Ken Thatcher
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PAST PRESIDENTS OF FOYLE
COLLEGE OLD BOYS ASSOCIATION
1928 - 29
1929 - 30
1930 - 31
1931 - 32
1932 - 33
1933 - 34
1934 - 35
1935 - 36
1936 - 37
1937 - 38
1938 - 39
1939 - 40
1940 - 41
1941 - 42
1942 - 43
1943 - 44
1944 - 45
1945 - 46
1946 - 47
1947 - 48
1948 - 49
1949 - 50
1950 - 51
1951 - 52
1952 - 53
1953 - 54
1954 - 55
1955 - 56
1956 - 57
1957 - 58
1958 - 59
1959 - 60
1960 - 61
1961 - 62
1962 - 63
1963 - 64
1964 - 65
1965 - 66
1966 - 67
1967 - 68
1968 - 69
1969 - 70
1970 - 71
1971 - 72
1972 - 73
1973 - 74
1974 - 75
1975 - 76
1976 - 77
1977 - 78
1978 - 79

The Right Hon Sir John Ross Bart
Alfred Moore Munn BA
His Honour Judge John Fitzpatrick Cooke KC DL
Sir Samuel Thompson Irwin CBE BA MB MCh FRCS DLMP
Major James Sproule Myles MC TD
Professor Charles Gibson Lowry MD FRCS FRCOG
John Gallagher Michaels
The Very Rev James Gilbert Paton MC MA DD
Sir James McElmunn Wilton MC
Thomas Carnwath DSO BA MB DSc DPH
Isaac J Trew Colquhoun BA
The Right Hon Mr Justice William Lowry
John Blakeney Gillies LDS
Thomas Taggart LLD
His Honour Judge Marcus Dill Begley QC
The Very Reverend William Corkey MA DD
Sir William Athlestane Meredith Good KBE
Robert Foster Dill MA
Professor Frances James Brown, MS DSc FRCS (Ed) FRCOG
Sir John Herbert McCutcheon Craig KCVO CB LLD
Rupert William Jeffares
Samuel Milligan
Samuel Russell Foster MC Croix de Guerre MB
John Foster Caldwell CB QC LLM JP
The Very Rev Thomas McCurdy Barker MA DD
The Right Hon Sir David Callender Campbell PC KBE CMG MP
William Cecil Glover MBE
Henry Cooke Porter Cresswell
Sir Robert Gransden CBE
Charles Wilson BA
Samuel Maxwell Alexander Lowry
John Thomas Irwin AMIEE
William Staveley Ferguson BA
Major James Alexander Glen CBE ERD MA
Joseph Boyd Irwin CSI CIE DSO MC BA
Joseph Charles Eaton DL JP
Prof Charles Horner Greer McAfee CBE DSc MB FRCS FRCIS & FRCOG
Samuel Douglas Irons
The Right Hon Sir Herbert McVeigh Lord Justice of Appeal
The Very Rev Austin A Fulton MA PhD DD
Senator John C Drennan CBE HML JP
The Very Rev Samuel James Park MA DD
Armour Hamilton Matthews LDS RCS
Colonel Oswald W Gilmour MA MAI CEng FICE
The Right Hon Sir Robert Porter QC MP
The Very Rev William Alexander Albert Park MA DD
David Alan Eccles Roberts MA
John Alexander Crockett
James Stewart Connolly MA LLB
Professor Emeritus ACP Campbell MB ChB FRC Path FRCPE
Professor J C Goligher MB ChM FRCSE FRCS (Edin)
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1979 - 80
1980 - 81
1981 - 82
1982 - 83
1983 - 84
1984 - 85
1985 - 86
1986 - 87
1987 - 88
1988 - 89
1989 - 90
1990 - 91
1991 - 92
1992 - 93
1993 - 94
1994 - 95
1995 - 96
1996 - 97
1997 - 98
1998 - 99
1999 - 00
2000 - 01
2001 - 02
2002 - 03
2003 - 04
2004 - 05
2005 - 06
2006 - 07
2007 - 08
2008 - 09
2009 – 10
2010 - 11
2011 - 12
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J B Mullin BA HDipEd
Rev R K Greer MA BD
R N Crawford CBE BComm Sc FCA FRSA FBIM
Real Admiral W J McClune CB MSc MIEE
J Piggot MB BCh FRCS
A E Barbour BSc FBCO
J Kincade CBE MA BLitt PhD
D C G Craig BA
S A Hunter BSc C Eng FIEE
H W Young OBE MA
J C Lapsley BSc DLC DASE
T H Armstrong BA DipEd
R J Magowan BA, DASE MSc
Prof S G Carruthers MD FRCPC
N J Henderson BSc
J H Y Fergusson
A G Kennedy BA
Prof R J McClelland MD PhD FRCPSYCH
D R Craig B Arch ARIBA DIP TP MRTPI
The Very Rev D C Orr MA
E W Hamilton
J E Bigger MA DASE
H W Gillespie BA DASE
A W Roulston CA
J Cowan BA Dip Ed DASE
I M Piggot
J V Arthur BSc (Est Man) FRICS IRRV
E S Marshall BA FRSA MA LGSM ALCM
R S Tosh BSc BD PhD
J A S Kelso BS MS PhD
J A C McFarland BSc C Eng FICE
J S M Huey BA Dip Ed
R C Montgomery MB BCh BAO DMH DHMSA
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LONDONDERRY HIGH SCHOOL OLD
GIRLS ASSOCIATION FOUNDED 1935
Past Presidents
1935-45
Miss M F McIlroy
1946 Mrs H M Williams
1947 Mrs Killen MA
1948 Mrs E R Gordon
1949 Miss Osborne OBE JP
1950 Mrs H Robinson
1951
Mrs Doreen McConnell BA
1952 Miss M K M Aiken BA BLLB
1953 Mrs John Watson MBE
1954 Mrs B H Lynn FRCS
1955 Mrs B Roe MBE
1956 Dr Elsie Johnston
1957 Mrs S Dowds
1958 Dr Violet Breakey
1959 Mrs N Young
1960 Mrs H J Clarke
1961
Mrs J C Eaton
1962 Miss Grace Armstrong
1963 Mrs Jean L’Amie MA
1964 Marie Loullier OBE MA
1965 Mrs Olive McLaughlin BA
1966 Mrs R R Hunter
1967 Mrs G R Joscelyne
1968 Mrs J G Colhoun
1969 Miss Alice Rowan
1970 Miss E A Park BSc
1971
Mrs Mary Britton
1972 Miss M R Colhoun
1973 Mrs K Gillis
1974 Miss A E Stirling MA
1975 Miss M W Cunningham MA
1976 Miss M Anderson
1977 Mrs E W M Marr
1978 Mrs T R Berry
1979 Mrs M B Seaward
1980 Mrs M B Seaward
1981
Mrs R J Aiken
1982 Mrs J Moore
1983 Mrs J McCandless
1984 Mrs E Clay
1985 Mrs E Finlay
1986 Mrs M Welch
1987 Mrs J W Taggart
1988 Mrs D Stuart
1989 Mrs Gladys Black
1990 Mrs K Stewart
1991
Mrs E Whiteside
1992 Mrs Lorna Knox
1993 Mrs W Burns

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Miss Anne Wilson
Mrs M Phillips
Miss G Simpson
Mrs R Ramsey
Mrs B Hamilton
Mrs J Y Coskery
Mrs Helen Hilson
Mrs C Corrigan
Mrs J Milliken
Mrs Thelma Arthur
Mrs N Foss
Mrs Molly Kennedy
Mrs Elma McDevitt
Mrs Isabel McNally CBE
Mrs Molly Sutton
Mrs Phyllis Logan
Mrs Ruth Hamilton
Mrs Pamela Jackson
Dr Kanchan McAllister (née Chada)

FOYLE COLLEGE FORMER PUPILS
ASSOCIATION
JOINT PRESIDENTS
2012 – 2013
Dr Kanchan McAllister MB Bch
BAO
R C Montgomery MB BCh BAO
DMH DHMSA
2013 – 2014 Mrs E F Swinson BDS
W S F Young MA
2014 – 2015 Mrs P A Black BA
W L Cunningham B Agr
2015 – 2016 Miss I A Watson Cert Ed B Ed
J D R Connolly MB BCh FFARCSI
2016 - 2017
Mrs Yvonne M Smyth BA (CNNA)
LLM
David Turner QC LLB AKC
2017 - 2018
Mrs Una V Summers LCST BEd
William M Lynn BA BA
2018 - 2019
Mrs Elisabeth M Thompson BA Dip
Ed
Mr Jonathan Hegan MBE MSc
FICE FIAE
2019 - 2021
Mrs Harriet Love Cert Ed
Mr Robert J Elliott BBS
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THE STATUE OF JOHN LAWRENCE
IN LAHORE
In the early summer of 1932
four men armed with hammers
and chisels approached the
statue of Lord Lawrence in
Lahore, then part of India, their
destructive actions that day
resulting in a two year prison
sentence. The damage they did
was extensive and the statue
had to be placed under police
protection, but this was not the
first time it had been damaged.
Some thirty years later on an
early March day another group
of men assembled around
the same statue but for very
different reasons. This assembly
in 1963 took place at the old
Foyle College at Lawrence Hill
on Strand Road, the purpose
being to unveil this large
bronze statue of Lord John
Lawrence, Viceroy of India, who
had been a pupil at the school
in the early 19th century, along
with his brothers Henry, George
and Alexander. The college
authorities were well aware that
their new school at Springtown
would be ready in four years
time but rather than place the
newly arrived statue in storage
until then, it was decided to
place it for viewing by pupils
then attending the school.
The names of the Lawrence
boys can be seen in the old
register now kept in the college
archive where there is also
correspondence written by
the Reverend James Knox,
Headmaster of Foyle College
to his brother-in-law, Colonel
Alexander Lawrence, the father
of the boys.
The Lawrences who attended
Foyle were to make a success
of their careers and their stay
60

The statue of John Lawrence in Lahore

there is mentioned in a number
of works which praise more the
rigour rather than the standard
of academic teaching at the
college. By the time these boys
arrived at Foyle the Napoleonic
Wars had ended and Britain
had entered upon a period of
relative peace until the Crimean
War in 1854. It is believed that
well over 30 boys went from
Foyle in these years to serve
Britain’s empire in India, a most
significant contribution being
made by the three Lawrences.

It is a long way from Lahore to
Londonderry but this was only
part of the distance travelled
by this statue which was first
made in London in 1881, a few
years after the death of Lord
Lawrence. The story of the
statue is a strange one indeed
for it seems that its sculptor,
Sir Edgar Boehm, along with
the friends of Lord Lawrence
who had commissioned it, were
dissatisfied with the finished
work and instead of it being
erected in London as intended
it was placed in storage. A
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new statue was made which
now stands in Waterloo Place,
London, and the original one
with Boehm’s inscription was

taken from storage and given
to Lahore at the time of Queen
Victoria’s Jubilee in 1887. There
it was to stand beside the High

Court in the Mall of Lahore
for the next twenty-five years
arousing little interest.

THE STATUE OF JOHN LAWRENCE IN LAHORE
Although in 1911 the
municipality in Lahore
considered a proposal that the
statue should be removed to
another site, it was the rising
tide of nationalism on the
Indian continent after World
War One which sparked strong
agitation with the nationalist
leader Ghandi calling for
the removal of the statue
altogether. Undoubtedly it
was the inscription on the
statue which initially led to
demonstrations in Lahore in the
1920’s and in one incident in
1923 a protester was arrested
for attempting to attack the
statue with a pickaxe. A police
guard was placed around it
while the authorities in Lahore
considered replacing the statue
with a new, more acceptable,
one. The outrage over the
inscription is well documented
in the press at the time and the
New York Times was one of a
number of newspapers which
reported it, the whole matter
of the statue being debated
in the London parliament.
While consideration was given
to placing a high wall around
the statue and although there
was an acknowledgement that
nationalist feelings might be
assuaged if the inscription were
to be changed, the authorities
had no intention of removing it
altogether.
In 1947 India and Pakistan were
established as independent

states and in the years which
followed the authorities in
each began to remove some
of the statues associated
with the British Raj. Indeed
as early as 1951 the statue
of John Lawrence was
removed to the old Lahore
fort, reportedly transported
by bullock cart at the dead of
night. As India approached a
decade of Independence and
significantly the centenary
of the mutiny, or what the
authorities there termed the
‘first war of independence’,
the removal of such statues
was accelerated. Naturally a
number of institutions in the
UK were keen to have these
and other relics of the Raj, and
one of the first was the Royal
School Dungannon which
acquired the statue of Brigadier
John Nicholson, an old boy of
the school who had served in
India in the nineteenth century.
Interestingly there was also
some competition to secure
from the newly independent
Indian authorities the last Union
flag which had flown at the
Lucknow residency, scene of
the 1857 siege in which Henry
Lawrence died. One of those
who wished to have the flag
was Will Ferguson, classics
master at Foyle College and
the mainstay of the Old Boys
Association. He wrote to
Field Marshal Montgomery
seeking his help to secure this
flag, no doubt feeling that

Montgomery, grandson of Sir
Robert Montgomery who had
attended Foyle and served with
the Lawrences in India, would
provide invaluable influence.
However Ferguson was to be
disappointed, for King George
V1 decided that the flag should
hang in Windsor Castle. In
1957, the anniversary of the
death of Henry Lawrence at
Lucknow, Lord Radcliffe, former
chairman of the committees
involved in the partition of
India, gave a lecture in the
Great Hall at Magee on the
life of Sir Henry and this may
well have prompted the Foyle
College Old Boys to try and
secure the statue of Lord John
Lawrence. Mr Joseph Boyd
Irwin who was President of the
Old Boys Association had held
high office in the Indian Civil
Service and together with Will
Ferguson, now in retirement,
began corresponding around
this time with the Royal School
Dungannon, which by 1960
had Nicholson’s statue brought
from India to be unveiled at the
school by Lord Mountbatten,
India’s last Viceroy.
A considerable effort went
into securing the Lawrence
Statue and the arrangements
for transporting it from
Lahore. Credit must be given
to a number of groups and
individuals for this undertaking.
The Commonwealth Relations
Office, shipping companies,
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retired officials from the Indian
Civil Service and of course the
authorities in the new state of
Pakistan were all involved in
protracted communications
about the statue. Not until the
permission of the President
of Pakistan was given could
the arrangements finally be
made for its release and it
was principally Will Ferguson
who coordinated this. .His
correspondence reveals the
concern of the authorities in
Pakistan that the inscription
which had been removed
might now be restored. Their
letter referred to the outrage

it had caused and detailed the
damage done to the statue
which had been attacked on
at least three occasions. The
hand holding the pen had been
hacked off, damage had been
done to the sword scabbard
and part of the spurs had been
broken. Ferguson learned
that the statue had then no
inscription and that its pedestal
had not been with it on removal
to Lahore fort. Such was the
degree of disfigurement that
on its arrival in London en route
to Foyle College, repair work at
the Morris Singer foundry was
required at a cost of £100.
The statue at Foyle College, Lawrence
Hill

THE STATUE AT FOYLE COLLEGE, LAWRENCE HILL
What then was this inscription
which so incensed Indian
nationalists? The sculptor of
the statue, Sir Edgar Boehm,
placed on it the words which
he believed had been used in
India by John Lawrence, “By
which will ye be governed, the
pen or the sword?”, and it was
this which caused the outrage.
However, it appears that he
may have been mistaken, for
during the debate in the House
of Commons in 1923 at the
height of the crisis in Lahore it
was revealed that these words
came not from Lawrence but
were an adaptation from a
speech made in 1848 by a
contemporary of his. It would
seem that by 1926 the initial
inscription which had angered
Indian nationalists was indeed
removed and replaced by the
words, “With pen and sword
I have served you”, but the
statue itself was not removed
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and remained in the centre
of Lahore for another few
decades.
Since its arrival in Ireland the
statue has stood only four years
at Lawrence’s old school on
the Strand Road, for in 1967
the school’s 350th Anniversary,
it was moved to a new school
site at Springtown where it
remained for half a century.

to supervise arriving pupils
in a schoolmasterly fashion,
was the subject of questions
in parliament, court cases and
international press coverage.
It was the focus of intense
opposition and disfigurement
requiring police protection,
finally needing the permission
of a president before it could
be removed from Lahore to
Londonderry.

Today a new Foyle College
stands on the Limavady Road
and just inside the entrance,
flanked by two pillars from
Londonderry High School
which amalgamated with Foyle
College in 1976, the Lawrence
Statue now stands, its final
move there aided by the
generosity of The Honourable
The Irish Society. This tall,
rather portly and strangely
attired figure of Lawrence with
sword and pen which appears

Now over four centuries since
the foundation of the school
and when Lawrence for the
first time faces his early Alma
Mater directly across the
Foyle, it is perhaps the time
to revisit the story of the two
most famous Lawrences and
consider for a moment if due
recognition has been given to
John’s brother, Henry. When
one considers that John was
hailed as ‘Saviour of India’ after
the rebellion of 1857, given
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civic honours at the Guildhall
in London and visited his old
school at Lawrence Hill, later
becoming the Viceroy of India,
it is understandable that the
school community would wish
to be associated with him, but
spare a thought for Henry who

Lord John Lawrence

in many ways is more deserving
of recognition. Henry was
not granted an audience with
Queen Victoria nor could he
count the famous like Florence
Nightingale among his friends
but he attended the old school
for more years than his brother,

Sir Henry Lawrence

John, and when Joseph Boyd
Irwin was President of the
Old Boys Association in 1962
it was a statue of Henry he
first tried to secure for Foyle,
believing him to be ‘a more
likely schoolboy hero than the
austere John’.

The Lawrence statue in the grounds of
Foyle College, Limavady Road.

JOHN AND HENRY LAWRENCE
Though a simple monument
to him stands in St. Paul’s
Cathedral, Henry did not
receive the honours of a
peerage or a ceremonial burial
in Westminster Abbey like his
brother, John. Instead, the ill
widower who found himself
in charge of the defence of
Lucknow was buried at night
in a grave beside the ordinary
soldiers he led. He who paid
the supreme sacrifice for his
endeavours in India, sadly only
days before he was to be made

Governor, possessed a more
sympathetic and generous
policy towards India than that
of John and while the statue
of brother John was the object
of rage and disfigurement it
is interesting to note that in
some of the most prestigious
schools in India today it is Sir
Henry who is hailed. There,
a Founders Day is held in his
honour, memorials of him are
displayed and his motto ‘Never
Give In’ has been adopted by
them.

The Lawrence statue in the
grounds of Foyle College,
Limavady Road
I would like to thank the
archivists at Foyle College for
permission to use the Ferguson
papers and other material there
concerning the removal of the
statue from Lahore.
Jim Heasley
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Supermarkets at:
Greenhaw
Newbuildings
Eglinton
Strand Road
Woodburn
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FROM THE
ARCHIVE
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MOORE NI
Moore (NI) LLP offers a wide variety of value added
services, advice and solutions to our clients in
Derry~Londonderry and throughout N. Ireland.
Our success derives from preserving and growing
the wealth of our clients through innovative and
personal services. We combine the local expertise
and experience of our partners and staff with the
breadth of knowledge of our UK and worldwide
association to provide a truly valued added service.

PARTNERS: JOHN LOVE & JOHN BRADLEY
21/23 Clarendon Street, Derry~Londonderry, BT48 7EP
Tel: 028 7126 1020 • Email: john.love@mooreni.co.uk

WWW.MOORE.CO.UK/NI

Make the
right decision.

24-26 Carlisle Road, Londonderry, County Londonderry, BT48 6JW
t: 02871 266994 e: info@sproulesjewellers.com
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UPDATE ON THE SCHOOL ARCHIVE
Despite the COVID-19 restrictions (indeed maybe because of them!), and when circumstances have
allowed, much work has gone into further developing the School Archive. Special thanks to Clive and
Graham for all their technical help and assistance, and to Jim and David for their work on new displays
and expertise in digitising the collection. We continue to receive many visitors with queries on their
own school days or that of their relations.
Developments in the archive
include:
• The addition of a display and
research room extension in
memory of Mr J E Bigger,
master/teacher at Foyle
College from September
1954 to June 1991. This area
has desk space and power
sockets to encourage both
visitors and pupils alike to do
their own research.
• We now have internet access
in the archive.
• Updating the displays with
a greater emphasis on the
Londonderry High School and
its antecedent schools.
•A permanent Drama and Music
display in the reception area.
•Cabinet lighting and updated
displays in the entrance
hallway.
•Cataloguing of all school
photographs and further
digitisation of the team

photographs.
•Continuing digitisation of the
school records and archive
material.
•Production of an hour-long
video on the history of Foyle
College. This has generated
a considerable amount of
interest and can be viewed
in five shorter segments on
YouTube or on the school
Facebook site.
•Foyle College Former Pupils
Association memorabilia is
now sold through the Archive.
A price list is included in
this edition of the FCFPA
magazine.
•Establishing a web address so
that archivists can deal with
enquiries directly. Contact
details are as follows, and
these are monitored and
checked on a regular basis:
Email: foylecollegearchive@
gmail.com

Twitter: Foyle College
Archive@ArchiveFoyle
Instagram: foyle.college.
archive
•Dealing with a myriad of
requests for information.
•Support to the production of
the Foyle College Fundraising
Appeal film, ‘A View the Foyle
Commanding: Looking to the
Future, Preserving the Past’,
which can be found on the
FCFPA page of the Foyle
College web site. The Archive
features heavily at the start of
this fourteen-minute film.
•A series of short pictorial
histories on school related
topics put together by David
and loaded onto YouTube.
We have made an effort to
connect with the current
generation of pupils at Foyle
College.
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•All Year 8 classes visiting the
Archive for a talk and ‘show
and tell’ opportunity with
Jim and Donald. Pictures
of mums and dads in their
time at school and all manner
of former school headwear
proved particularly popular!
• The café hub in the main
school area now proudly
displays a collection of
photographs of all the
antecedent schools along
with a timeline of the history
of Foyle College.
• Both agora spaces now
display the panoramic
pictures of the schools from
1856 onwards.
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Sadly, a function with this year’s
U6 leavers in the archives had
to be cancelled because of
COVID-19 restrictions but it is
hoped to run this in 2021.
As we move into 2021 and
despite the continued COVID-19
restrictions there are plans for
further projects. These include:
• Ensuring all that is currently
displayed is correctly labelled.
• Preparing a presentation and
hosting a visit from the senior
rugby squad.
• Production of a Londonderry
High School pictorial timeline
in the same format as that
displayed in the café hub.
The one key challenge that I
would draw to your attention
is recruiting an archivist with
a specific interest in the
Londonderry High School and
its antecedents. The current
team, by their own admission,
can be too focused on Foyle
College. So, if you would like
to volunteer or can think of

somebody suitable, please do
not hesitate to get in touch.
As you can see from the
bullets above, despite it being
a difficult year for us all, the
Archive continues to go from
strength to strength, with
activities already planned for
next year. It really is a ‘world
class’ collection in terms of
both the history of all the

antecedent schools and as
a social history of the North
West of Ireland through the
centuries. It is so gratifying to
see the expressions on faces of
our visitors as they first enter
the Archive. If you have not
done so you should try it!
Donald Bigger
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CORRECTION

PORTRAIT RESTORATION APPEAL 2018-19
SIR HENRY MONTGOMERY LAWRENCE 1806-1857
GOVERNOR OF THE PUNJAB. KILLED AT LUCKNOW 4 JULY 1857

Thank You!

Dear Former Pupil

When I appealed to former pupils for financial assistance with the
restoration of the Lawrence portrait last year, I could not have foreseen
the generous response which my request would provoke. As with all
such endeavours this project has taken some time to complete and I now
write to express my appreciation to those of you who contributed for
your most generous donation to the restoration. I do not have postal
addresses for all of you so I hope that those reading this letter with
accept my personal and most sincere thanks for your support.
The portrait now hangs just to the left of the main entrance to the school
Assembly Hall and is truly impressive in its setting in the agora. I am
pleased to invite you to come in and view the finished portrait in all its
glory if you have not already had that opportunity. Once again thank you
for your most generous donation.
The response of former pupils such as yourself has also enabled us to plan
for the restoration of other items including the portrait of Miss MacKillip,
founder of the Londonderry High School, and this work will shortly be
undertaken.
The school’s archive is now well established in its suite of rooms in the
new building. It is much admired and envied by the other schools in the
city and continues to go from strength to strength. The archivists would
be delighted to see you and show you the collection should you wish to
visit. Arrangements can be made by contacting the Principal’s PA, Mrs
Jenny Galbraith, using the school’s telephone number or email.
Again, many thanks for your support.
Yours sincerely
William M Lynn
FCFPA
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ARCHIVE PHOTOGRAPHS – AN APPEAL
The Archive Department of the school has an extensive collection of photographs which have been
recorded in digital form and are available to members and friends of the school. The list includes, Rugby,
Cricket, Hockey, Prefects, Principals, Chairs of the Board of Governors, Presidents of the FPA, OBA, OGA,
Buildings and Furnishings, Famous Former Pupils, Drama and Music Productions and many other school
activities. The earliest team photograph dates from 1878 (LAI Rugby).
However, there are significant gaps in our records and we would appeal to members to have a look in
their attics etc for any of the missing materials listed below.
Londonderry High School

Hockey Photographs

St. Lurach’s or Victoria
High School

1975 to 1958
1953 and 1952
1945 and 1942
1940 to 1937
1035 to 1933
1929, 1927, 1925

1919,1917 to 1911

Foyle College

Rugby Photographs

1975/76, 1962/63
1947/48, 1943/44
1926/27, 1916/17

Foyle College

Cricket Photographs

1990/91, 1986/87
1985/86, 1984/85
1977/78, 1966/67
1953/54, 1930/31
1926/27, 1922/23
1920/21, 1918/19
1916/17, 1914/15
1913/14, 1912/13

Cu rtis
O P T I C I A N S

8 Carlisle Road, Derry~Londonderry. BT48 6JN
Tel: (028) 7126 2652 | Email: info@curtisopticians.com

Optometrists | Contact Lenses
Safety Eyewear | VDU Screening
Glaucoma Screening
Diabetic Screening
Home Visits

100 Main Street, Dungiven, BT47 4LG
Tel: (028) 7774 265 Email: info@curtisopticians.com

www.curtisopticians.com
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FOYLE COLLEGE FORMER PUPILS’
MAGAZINE PRINTED COPY
This magazine is currently available on the school’s website – simply click on the Former Pupils icon on
the web page. In the editorial you will note that from this year it will be available principally on line and
copies will only be provided and posted to those who return the mandate below. The increasing cost of
publishing and postage has made this course of action essential. By filling in and returning the standing
order mandate for £10 to be paid annually, a copy will be posted to you in future years and the editors
will know how many copies to order from the publishers.
If you want to secure a copy in future, the mandate form below should be returned to (if you have already completed one of these and receive a copy of the magazine there is no need to complete another
one. The standing order remains in place until you cancel it):The Bursar
Foyle College
67 Limavady Road
Londonderry
BT47 6LR

✁......................................................................................... ✁.................................................................................... ✁.....................

STANDING ORDER MANDATE
Your Name: ................................................................................. To: The Manager ...................................................................
......................................................................................................... (full name & address of your bank – in block capitals)
Address: ....................................................................................... Name: ........................................................................................
......................................................................................................... Address: ...................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode:..................................................................................... Postcode: .................................................................................
Please Pay From My A/C - Name ...........................................................................................................................................
Account Number ...................................................................... Sort Code: ...............................................................................
£10 - Annually ............................................................................ Commencing On

/

/

To Credit Foyle College Former Pupils Association
Ulster Bank Limited – Culmore Road
Sort Code: 98-09-80 Account Number: 77863014

Signed: ......................................................................................... Date:

/

/
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GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS
(2018) SCHOOL ARCHIVES CONSENT FORM
Foyle College maintains an archive of files
and documentation, which means it is the
data controller for personal information about
former pupils. The 2018 General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) have changed some of the
legislation regarding keeping pupil records.
However, there is a legitimate purpose for
maintaining our archive: it can be defined as
public interest.
A copy of the Privacy Notice regarding data held
by the school is available on the Foylenet website.
The Former Pupils’ Association now requires
your consent to maintain records pertaining to
your time at the school. A file assigned to you
will include your admission forms, reports, results
of public exams and correspondence between
the school and your parents/guardians. You may
request access to this at any time.
Please complete the detail below:
Full Name: ______________________________
Years Attended Foyle College: ______________
Contact Address: ________________________
Contact Telephone Number: _______________
Contact E-mail Address:___________________

Archives and GDPR
In general, ‘archiving’ which complied with
the 1998 Data Protection Act continues to be
permitted under the new law.
There is a new explicit concept of ‘archiving in the
public interest’ in article 89 of GDPR which means
there is greater visibility for archiving in the new
legislation. This covers the processing of personal
data necessary to enable the identification,
permanent preservation, management and, where
appropriate, research and other uses of personal
data in the general public interest.
What exactly is ‘archiving purposes in the public
interest’?
Archiving in the public interest is processing to
secure the permanent availability of recorded
memory, in other words, evidence and information,
for a wide range of current and potential future
purposes, including:
* enabling the discovery and availability of
personal, community and corporate identity,
memory and history;
* enabling research and investigation of all
kinds, from academic historical research or
genealogical research;
* enabling long-term accountability, such as
public inquiries and other official investigations;
* enabling educational use.

Preferred Contact Method: ________________
Please sign and date below to confirm your
consent for FC FPA to hold your school records:

Signature: ______________________________

Date: __________________________________
On completion of this form please return to the
address below, marking your envelope ‘FCFPA
School Archives Consent Form’
FCFPA GDPR Consent Form, Foyle College, School
Office, 67 Limavady Road, LONDONDERRY, BT47
6LR.
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Foyle College will not share personal information
with third parties for commercial purposes.
This information has been prepared using
guidance from the Information Commissioner’s
Office and The National Archive, whose websites
can be consulted for further guidance.
www.ico.org.uk
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk
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FCFPA PRIVACY NOTICE
The categories of former pupil
information that we process
include:
* personal identifiers and contacts
(such as name,contact details and
address)
* personal information such as
engagements, marriages, births –
details sent by members
* attendance (such as dates of
school attendance)
* assessment and attainment (such
as examination results, third level
courses enrolled for and any
relevant results, prizes, bursaries
or other academic awards)
* achievement (such as sporting,
musical, dramatic awards such as
colours, honours for representing
the school, province or country)
* photographic
images
of
individuals and groups of students
Why we collect and use former
pupil information
We collect and use former pupil
information, for the following
purposes:
a) to communicate with former
pupils on matters relating to the
school and its former pupils;
b) to maintain a school archive in
the public interest
Under the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), the lawful
bases we rely on for processing
pupil information are:
Article 85 – Processing and freedom
of expression and information
Article 89 – Data kept in the public
interest (for historical purposes)
Collecting former pupil information
We collect former pupil information
via registration as a member of
the FCFPA, which is open to all
school leavers and is collated via a
membership form on which consent
is given to hold the data. Members
who joined the organisation prior
to the requirement for consent will
indicate their consent via a reply
slip in the Former Pupils’ Magazine,

either online or in writing.
This data is essential for the
association’s operational use.
Storing pupil data
We hold former pupil data securely
in a locked archive or on password
accessed computer files, such
as address lists. None of this
information will be shared with
external organisations without your
permission, with the exception of
statutory bodies such as the PSNI.
Who we share pupil information
with
We share information with:
* members of the association, via
reports in the magazine
* authorised research bodies such
as the Public Records Office for
Northern Ireland
* statutory bodies such as the PSNI,
for example as part of an historical
enquiry.
We do not share information about
our former pupils with anyone
without consent unless the law and
our policies allow us to do so.
Requesting access to your
personal data
Under data protection legislation,
former pupils have the right to
request access to information
about them that we hold. To
make a request for your personal
information, contact the Former
Pupils Association via: Foyle
College, 67 Limavady Road,
Londonderry BT47 6LR.
You also have the right:
* to ask us for access to information
about you that we hold
* to have your personal data
rectified, if it is inaccurate or
incomplete
* to request the deletion or removal
of personal data where there
is no compelling reason for its
continued processing

* to restrict our processing of your
personal data (i.e. permitting its
storage but no further processing)
* to object to direct marketing
(including
profiling)
and
processing for the purposes of
scientific/historical research and
statistics
* not to be subject to decisions
based purely on automated
processing where it produces a
legal or similarly significant effect
on you
If you have a concern or complaint
about the way we are collecting
or using your personal data, you
should raise your concern with us in
the first instance or directly to the
Information Commissioner’s Office
at https://ico.org.uk/concerns/
For further information on how
to request access to personal
information held centrally by DfE,
please see the ‘How Government
uses your data’ section of this
notice.
Withdrawal of consent and the
right to lodge a complaint
Where we are processing your
personal data with your consent,
you have the right to withdraw that
consent. If you change your mind,
or you are unhappy with our use
of your personal data, please let
us know by contacting the Former
Pupils Association via the website:
www.foylenet.org.uk
Contact
If you would like to discuss
anything in this privacy notice,
please contact: the Former Pupils
Association at Foyle College, 67
Limavady
Road,
Londonderry
BT47 6LR.
The FCFPA’s Data Protection
Officer is: Donald Bigger.
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